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SPECIAL COURSES REQUIRED FOR TEACHERS OF
PHYSICALLY HAN DICAPPED CHILDREN IN
NEW YORK STATE*
The State Education law requires communities having ten or more physically
handicapped children to establish special classes suited to their mental and
physical conditions. The State further recognizes the need for this special class
activity by granting subsidies to assist local communities in meeting the cost
of this necessary service.
In order that the communities may receive special subsidies as indicated by
bw it is necessary that the teachers handling these class units have special
preparation which is defined by the Teacher Education and Certification Divi.
sion as indicated below.
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Miss Helen G. Eng.lebreck
State Teachers College
Buffalo. N. Y.
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STATE TE A CH E RS COLLEGE

BULLETIN
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Vol. VI, No. 3

All teachers must have completed a minimum of three years of professional
training in preparation for the teaching of common branch subjects and, in
addition, twelve semester hours of special preparation as follows:
Courses

Semester
Hours
Practicum in teaching classes of physically handicapped children ...... 6
Mental, social and vocational adjustments .... . .............. . ...... 4
Psychology of the physically handicapped .......... .. . . ............ 2

CATALOG OF THE

The present number of teachers qualified to meet these special requirements
is inadequate. Because of the large number of communities in this State where
special class facilities have not been established and the increasing appreciation
of the need for special education adjustments suited to the mental, social and
physical conditions of physically handicapped children, this area of training presents unusual opportunities for service.

July Fifth to August Twelfth

For F11rther information, address the D irector of the Summer Session, State
T eachers College, Buffalo, N ew Y ork.

April, 1938

SUMMER SESSION
Nineteen Thirty-eight

* Al l of these courses are availab le during the summer session at the State Teachers
College at Buffalo, New York.

One of Five Publications Issued by State Teachen College
at Buffalo, N. Y.
In March, April. May, August, and November

"Entered ae second-class mail matter, November 3, 1932, at the
Post Office at Buffalo, N. Y., under the Act of March 3, 1879 (Sec.
397, P. L. and R.) Acceptance for mailing at special rate of post•
age provided for in Section 1103, Act of October 3, 1917, author•
ized February 24, 1931."
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SUMMER SCHOOL FACULTY
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CALENDAR
July 5th at 8:30 A.M.-General meeting and instructions for Registration.
Auditorium, State Teachers College, Buffalo. Registration closes at
4:00 P.M.
July 6th-Regular classwork begins.
after this date.

A late Registration fee will be charged

July 9th-Last Day for registration in classes for credit. College will be in
session this first Saturday to compensate for Monday's holiday.
August 12th-Summer Session closes at 3: 15 P .M.

Harry W. Rockwell . .. ..... .. ......... . ......................... Preside11t
President, State Teachers College, Buffalo
Char Jes C. Root ............................ Director of the Summer Session
Professor of Education, State •.reachers College, Buffalo
Luther B. Adams ............................................. Economics
Principal, High School, Waverly, New York
Robert E. Albright .. .......... .. ....... . ...... .. .. .. . . .......... Sociology
Professor of Sociology, State Teachers College, Buffalo
Grace A. Allen ........ . .......... .. ........ Principal, Demonstration School
Assistant Director of Training, State Teachers College, Buffalo
Muriel J. BaTdwell .................................... Rural Demonstrator
Teacher, State Normal School, Plattsburg, New York
Gladys Boyington .. ................ Methods and Materials in Social Studies
Social Studies Supervisor, State Normal College, Ypsilanti, Michigan
William Breach ............................................. School Music
Director of Musical Education, Bull'.alo City Schools
Vivian Busbee ................................. Seventh Grade Demonstrator
Elementary Teacher, Colonial School, Pelham, New York
Lewis H. Carris .......... Lecturer for Teachers of Sight-Conservation Classes
Director, National Society for the Prevention of Blindness
Ma tie M. Carter ....................................... Sight Conservation
Supervisor, Sight Saving Classes
New York State Education Department, Albany, New York
Hubert E. Coyer .............. .... .. ..... Recreation and Health Education
Instructor In Health Department, State Teachers College, Buffalo
Gerald C. Craig ............ . .. . .... Special Lecturer in Elementary Science
Associate Professor of Natural Science, Teachers College, Columbia University
Walter J. Craig . .. ................................ Lecturer on Orthopedics
Director of Division of Orthopedics, State Department of Health, Albany
Sherman G. Crayton .. . Psychology and Adjustment of Physically Handicapped
Professor of Education, State Teachers College, Buffalo
George B. Cressey .... . ...... . ... . ........... Special Lecturer in Geography
Professor of Geography and Geology, Syracuse University
Stanley A. Czurles . . .................................. . ..... Art Education
Instructor in Art Education, State Teachers College, Buffalo
Ben H. Dauow . . ..... . ............ . ....... . ........... Radio in Education
Educational Director of Radio Station WBEN, Buffalo
Radio Chairman of National Congress of Parents and Teachers
Howard A. Dawson .. . ...... . . . Director, N. E. A. Rural Regional Conference
Director, Rural ,service, N. E. A. Headquarters, Washington, D. C.
Joseph J . Endres .............. . .. . .... Consultant on Special Class Education
Chief, Physically Handicapped
Children's Bureau, New York State Education Department
Helen G. Englebreck .................... . ......................... History
Instructor In History, State Teachers College, Bull'.alo
Frederick Finsterbach . . ... . ...... . ............. . ........... Industrial Arts
Industrial Arts Instructor, Sch0ol No. 19, Buffalo
John Fontana ..... . ........ General Metal Shop and Composite General Shop
Instructor in Metal Work, State Teachers College, Buffalo
Raymond F retz .. . ... . ......................... . ... .. ...... . ...... Science
Assistant Professor of Science, State Teachers College, Buffalo
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Anna M. Gemmill .....•.............. ... ................... . ...... Science
Head, Department of Science, State Teachers College, Buff'alo

Ca th

erine E Reed ..................... Vocational and Educational Guidance
Dean of Women, State Teachers College, Buffalo
·

H. H. Glosser, M. D ....... Lecturer for Teachers of Sight-Conservation Classes
Assistant Professor of Ophthalmology, University of Buff'alo

M Catherine Roberts ........... . .... . .......... . ... .. ......... Geography

Mina S. Goossen . .............................. Oral English and Dramatics
Instructor in English, olS tate Teachers College, Buff'alo

1-l· rold J. Roesser ................................... Physics and Chemistry
a
Instructor in Science, State Teachers College, Buffalo

Eleanor M. Gover ...................... . ........ . Fifth Grade Demonstrator
Intermediate Critic, State Teachers College, Buffalo
Andrew W. Grabau ........................ Economic History and Psychology
Instructor in Psychology and English, State Teachers College, Bulialo
Anna Henry ................... Practicum for Teachers of Orthopedic Classes
Principal, Christopher School, Chicago, Illinois
Irene Hin,ch ........... . ........................ Literature and Education
Psychology and K-P. Education, State Teachers College, Buffalo
David R. Hodgin .......................... .. . ... . . . English and Literature
Instructor in Engltish and Literature, State Teachers College, llulfalo
Ralph Horn .................................................... Education
Dean of State Teachers College, Buff'alo
Edna W. Hurd ..................................................... 11:usic
Music Instructor, State Teachers College, Buffalo

Mary L. Jamison ..... ... ....... .... ............... Kindergarten Education
Kindergarten Critic, 1State Teachers College, Buff'alo
Harry C. Johnson .............. ... ............ Education and Mathc1mttics
Junior High School Critic and
Mathematics Instru ctor, State Teachers College, Buffalo
Laurence C. Johnson ......................... Elementary School Supervision
Principal, Public Schools, Orchard '.Park, New York
Henry A. Lappin ....................................... English Literature
Professor of English Language
and Literature, D'Youville College for Women, Buffalo
Sadie Lobdell ..... .... . ............. .... .. Sight Conservation Demonstrator
Sight Conservation Teacher, Public Schools, Kenmore, New York
Olga Lommen ....... ............ . Consultant on Orthopedic Class Education
Supervisor, Orthopedic Classes, New York State Department, Albany
Helen Lyvers ..................... Stage Craft and Marionette Construction
Formerly Instructor, State Teachers College, Buffalo
Ruth McLean ... .. ............ ... .. .. . ..................... Art Education
Instructor in Art Education, State 'l'eachers College, Bufl1alo
Julia Markham ............................. Modern Elementary Education
Principal, Bronxville Elementary School, Bronxvillle, New York
Charles A. Messner ...................... Foreign Languages and Literature
Professor of Foreign Language, State Teachers College, Buffalo
John S. Mitchell ............................. Mathematics and Auto Safety
Principal, ·School of Practice, University of Kentucky
Frederick J. Moffitt ......................... Elementary School Supervision
Superintendent of Schools, Hamburg, New York
Olive Paine ...................................... First Grade Demonstrator
Primary Critic, State Teachers College, Cedar Falls, Iowa
Julian Park ............................................ European History
Dean of College of Arts and Sciences
and Professor of History, University of Buffalo
Irving C. Perkins .................... Guidance and Director of Shop Work
and Chairman, Conference and Assembly Committee
Director of Industrial Arts Department, State Teachers College, Buffalo
Joseph F. Phillippi ... .... .. ..... .. ............ ........ ....... Mathematics
Professor of Mathematics, State Teachers College, Buffalo
Margaret S. Quayle ........................................... P sycholoay
0
.Assistant Professor of Education, State Teachers College, Buffalo
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Geography Department, State Normal School, Potsdam, New York

Charles C. Ri?r00\~~~0°r 0°f. Ed;c~'ti~u"•. iit~t~ . T~~~l;~r·s· ·c~1ieg~; . B;,ir~i~
0

0

.. Education

\Verner J. Rose .... Lecturer for Teachers of Physically Handicapped Children
Assistant Professo r of Medicine, Medical School, University_ of Buffalo
Assistant Attending Physician, Buffalo General Uosp1tal
Alma R. Roudebush . .......... .... . ......... . ....... . . Home Life Problems
Instructor, Home Economics Department, State Teachers College, Buffalo
A atha Scally ......................... Demonstrator, Hard-of-Hearing Class
g
Teacher of Llp Reading, Public Schools, Baltimore, Maryland
Ida E Scheib ............................................ Safety Education
·
Formerly Supervisor Safety Education
)Iassachusetts State Department and Member of Staff of National Safety Councll
Susan Scully ..................................... Orthopedic Dem_onstrator
Tea cher, Gompers School for Crippled Children, Chicago, Illinois
i\Iuriel Shoemaker ........................... .. . Third Grade Demonstrator
·
Third Grade Cvitic, State Teachers Co)lege, Buffalo
Paul W Sloan ..................................... Education and Guidance
·
Professo r of Education, State Teachers College, Buffalo
Gu

Harold Smith ..... ............. ... ....................... Geography
y Professor and Chairman, Department of Geography, Ohio State University

John M. Thurber ........................... .. ...... English and Literature
Professor of English and Literature, State Teachers College, BuO'alo
Charles A. Vail. ...................................... ... .. .. ..... Science
Instructor in Science, State Teachers Co!lege, Buffalo
Arnold R. Verduin ............................................... History
Head of History Department, State Normal 1School, New Paltz, New York
Geor e Webster .. . . . .............. . ........ Elementary School Supervision
g
Principal of School No. 63, Buffalo
Olive A. Whildin . ......... Practicum for_ Teacher_s of Hard-of-Hearing Classes
Supervisor of Special Education, Baltimore, Maryland
Florence H. Wilder ................ • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · • • • • •Art
Instructor in Art, State Teachers College, Buffalo
Kate

v

Wofford ......................................... Rural Education
· Director of Rural Education, State Teachers College, Buff'alo

Isabel Houck Kideney ........................................... Registrar
State Teachers College, Buffalo
Frances G. Hepinstall ..................... ... .............. .... . Librarian
State Teachers College, Buffalo
Grace Viele ................... ....... ... ............. Reference LibTarian
State Teachers College, Buffalo
Mary Lee McCrory ................ ..... ...... . ........ Assistant Librarian
Graduate, Library School, University of Buffalo
Marion A. Clark ................. ... ...... .. .. .. ...... Financial Secretary
State Teachers College, Buffalo
Ethel M. H. Hansen ......................................... College Nurse
State Teachers College, Buffalo
Chester G. Schoenborn .......................... Assistant to the Director;
Chairman Extra-Class Program
Formerly Director Buffalo Collegiate Center, Buffalo
Robert Bollard .......... . . . .......... • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • •Organist
Organist, State Teachers College, Buffalo
[5]
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VISITING FACULTY MEMBERS IN THE
SUMMER SESSION OF 1938
During the last ten years the Summer Sessions at the State Teachers
College hav~ been. rende_recl n?teworthy by the presence of visiting facult
me1;1_bers, experts m their vanous fields, who_ have been recruited from th!
ent11 e country. Among those who ham prev10usly acted in the capacity of
regular faculty members, or as Assembly and Conference leaders we
proud to note the f?llowing: Carleton E. Washburne, A. E. Winship,' P. w.al,e
Cox, J. Cayce Mornson, S. A. Courtis, E. L. Branom, Edgar A. Dawson, C. F.
Allen, Verne M~Guffy, Dean John W. Withers, Lucille Allard Aileen Stowell·
A:i:m~r J. Har1:n1ton, Benjamin Fr~zier, C. B. Cornell, Grov'er C. Morehart:
W:lham V. Wmslow, Frank T. Wilson, Burton Fowler Morris R. Mitchell
W1_lla:·d Beatty, A. Gordon Melvin, Livia Youngquist Peterson, Earl Cranston'
Prmc1p~l _George D. Taylor, Mrs. Alma M. Shugrue, M. Elsie Davis, Wilso~
Gee, William S. Gray, Frank E. Owens, Carrie Graham Leo J. Brueckner
Charles D. Coop~r, Harry J. Linton, Robert Hill Lane, Hen'ry Mandel, Dr. Earl
B. Sha~, _Supenn~endent J. _C. Bro:vn, Dr. Clarence R. Stone, Roy L. Butterfield, Millicent Gneves Goodyear, Mildred Wa"'ner
Commissionei· E W B tt .
O
fi eld , T • D •. Mar t m,
· D r. Harry J. Baker, Mary
'
•
•
u e1E. Lennox, Olga
Lommen
Gla~ys Davis, Eve_lyn_ K. Ward, Marion Frank and many others. The Summe;
Session of 1938 will 11!tro~uce se_veral new personalities.
The Summer Sess10n is particularly fortunate this year in the return of a
number of very su~cessful members of ~he staffs o~ previous Summer Sessions:
Dr. Henry A. Lappm, Professor of English, D'Youv1lle College· Dr. Julian Park
D~an of the College of. Arts and . Sciences, University of 'Buffalo; Willian;
Bt each, _Dll"e_ctor of Musical Education, Buffalo City Schools; Muriel J. Bare].
well, Briarcliffe Manor, New York; Dr. Frederick J. Moffitt, Superintendent of
Schools, Hamburg, N. ~-; and George Webster, Principal School No. 63 Buffalo
N_~w, Yo:k; ~- Cather_i~e Roberts; Sadie Lobdell; Dr. Arnold Vercluin; Freel'.
enc~ Fmste1bach; V1v1an Busbee; Dr. Gerald C. Craig; Julia Markham·
Mabe Carter.
'
As indicated elsewhere, we liave plans for emphasizin" work for r . 1
sc~10ol teac~ers ~uring _the forthcoming \Session and are fo;tunate in ha~{:11
with us aga~n Miss Munel J. Bardwell, formerly of Briarcliff Hi"h School M""
Bardwell will organize a Demonstration class for rural teach0ers. we· h~!!
plans for at least one conference on the problems of rural life and educatio
~ur own Profes~or Wofford will be here this summer to direct the wo~
m Rural Educat10n.
. The usual emphasis upon courses dealing with guidance and counselin11
will be offere_d although they will be given by regular members of the staff.
Pl:ins are bemg made to conduct a conference on this important subject t
0
brmg some outstanding leaders in this field for the conference
. Th~ new emphasis on_ Safety Education whioh is being in~reased by recent
le1pslat10n led_ to the offering of c_ourses on the teaching of safety last su=er.
Miss Ida Scheib, formerly Supervisor of Safety Education, Massachusetts State
Department ~ncl member of the staff of the National Safety Council, has been
employed this _summer to offer these courses. In addition plans are under
way to em:phas1_ze road safety. We have employed Professor John S. Mitchell
of ~he. Umvers1ty of Kentucky, _a specia~ist in the field of auto safety to
assist m these courses. Dr. Mitchell will also assist in the Mathematics
Department.
Four regular £_acuity members will give special emphasis this summer to
the work ?f prepanng teachers ~n science. . In all, eight courses will be offered.
At least ~1x of. these_ oourses will be especially valuable as direct preparation
for tea~hmg sc1_ence m the ~lementa!'Y and _junior high school. A laboratory
course m Physics and one m Chemistry will appeal especially to vocational
teacher~. These 1;1ay also be use~ as electives by general colle"e students to
meet science !·eqmrements for the!f degree. In addition to the~e courses Dr.
Gerald C. Craig of Teach_ers _College, C~lumbia UniveTSity, will spend tbree clays
on the campus and assist m conductmg a conference on Science in the Elementary School. Dr. Craig will also speak in Assembly.
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principal George Webster, Buffalo City Schools, Principal Laurence C.
Johnson of Orchard Park and Superintendent Frederick J. Moffitt of tbe
IIarnburg Public Schools will offer courses for elementary school principals.
Three courses will be available for students interested in securing the provisional or permanent certi_flcates for elementary ~chool principals. Ther~ will
be courses in ~ental Hygiene and_ Psychology which may be t1;secl as credit for
such certification.
These offermgs should prove attractive to a large
nurnber of active elementary school principals and assistant principals and to
rospective candidates for the principalship.
p Miss Gladys Boyington of the Michigan State Normal College has been
secured to offer special courses for teachers of social studies in the elementary
school and in junior high school. She has had extensive training and experience
in this line. She will also cooperate in the planning of a conference on the
teaching of the social studies. This conference will be conducted by representatives of the State Committee on the Social Studies. There is hope that
several members of this Committee will be present for the conference.
As another pha,se of the social studies work we are fortunate in having
on our staff this summer Dr. Guy Harold Smith, Chairman of the Department
of Geography of Ohio State University who will offer two courses and Dr.
M. Catherine Roberts who will also offer courses in geography. Dr. George
B. Cressey of Syracuse University will give a special lecture on China.
The plans for a program for special-class teachers are already completed
ancl provide for the bringing of four new faculty members to our campus.
Dr. Olive A. Whildin of the Baltimore Public Schools will be in charge of
the practicum for teachers of the hard-of-hearing and will be assisted by Miss
Agatha Scally, also of Baltimore, as demonstrator. The practicum for
orthopedic class teachers will be in charge of Miss Anna Henry, Principal,
Christopher School in Chicago, who will be assisted by Miss Susan Scully,
dernonstrator, from the Gompers School for Crippled Children, Chicago.
Further information regarding this program will be found in the back of the
catalo=e and a special bulletin will be mailed to applicants upon request.
Mr. Luther B. Adams, Principal of the Junior High School, Waverly, N. Y.,
has joined our summer staff and will offer a course in principles of economics.
Just before going to press we were fortunate in securing the services of
Mr. Ben H. Darrow, formerly director of the Ohio School of the Air, who
is now connected with the educational program of one of the large broadcastin" stations in Buffalo. The growing popularity of radio in education
insure~ an extensive demand for the kind of course which Mr. Darrow alone
can give.
Tbe following special lecturers have been engaged. Dr. George B. Cressey,
Syracuse University; Dr. Howard A. Dawson, N. E. A. Headquarters staff;
Dr. Gerald C. Craig, Teachers College, Columbia University; Mr. Ben Darrow
will give a lecture and an assembly program on Radio in Education. Mr. and
Mrs. James Henry White will bring us "A Day in China." Several others
are expected.

IDEAL LOCATION OF TEACHERS COLLEGE
State Teachers College, located in Buffalo, the Queen City of the Lakes,
is an ideal place to spend a summer vacation. The climate, tempered by
the westerly winds from the Great Lakes region, has a mean summer temperature lower than any other of the eastern cities. This factor is exceedingly
important in determining the success and satisfaction of a summer session.
All highways lead to Buffalo, ancl hence it may be easily reached by
those who wish to travel by automobile. Possession of a car facilitates
week-end motor trips to Niagara Falls and other places of scenic beauty,
as well as to many points of historic interest in the area of which Buffalo
is the center. Situated at the head of Lake Erie, and a terminal point
for important boat lines and railways, Buffalo is convenient of access to
persons wishing to travel by water or by rail.
The Campus is conveniently located on Elmwood Avenue, adjacent to
Delaware Park and Park Lake, and it is easily reached by bus or taxi
service. With the nearby Albright Art Gallery and the Historical Museum,
it constitutes an important educational center.
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ADMISSION
Any peTSon who h_as taught _or who intends to teach the coming year in th
school~ of the State will be admitted to the Summer Session. Tuition is f. e
all residents
New York Stat~, excepting the Registration and Incident:t~to
announced he, eafter; others will pay a fee of $10.00 per course or $25 .00
three or more courses. Admission to classes for credit will not be allowed aft~r
July 9. Absences clue to late entrances will count as a part of the po • r
excused ab~en~e .. Students entering_ Jul1 7th or later will be required t;si~e
a late Reg1st1 at1on Fee. The sesswn 1s not open to Hiah school gi·ad p 1
0
·
·
"1,th ou t t eac h ~ng
cxpcncnce,
or to students who have not completed uates
H"
school. No High school work is offered in the Summer Session.
igb
Student~ who are_ delinquent in the regular session and desire to make
up such delmquency 111 the Summer Sesswn must receive permission f.
the Student. Program Committee before applying for rcr,istration in 1
0
Summer Sesswn.
e

o!

t

t:

BOARD AND ROOMS
Comfortable rooms in o-ood homes near the Colle"e may be sec ured
0
at about the following rates~
One person occupying_ a room, $3.00 per week a11d upward ~.
Two persons occupyrng a room, from $2.50 per person per week and
upwards.
Room and board in same hou se (two in a room), from $8.50 and
upwards per perso n per week.
~II inquiries concerning room and board should be addressed to the
Housmg Committee, Staie Teachers College at Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y.

REGISTRATION AND INCIDENTAL FEES
. The State Department has authorizecl the collection' of Registration and
Incidental F~es. from all students attending Normal schools and Teachers
colleges. T~1s 1s made necessary by the small appropriation available for
summer' ses111ons. .A student blanket tax fee will also be collected to finance
stu_dent social activities, assembly programs and the summer school "Record."
Tlus year the _total of th~se h!o fees will not exceed $25.00. The fee is payable at the. time of reg1strat1on. No refunds will be made after July 9.
All checks m payment of fees should be made to Summer Session, State
Teachers College. These fees are the same for all students and are in addition to the tuition fee paid by non-resident students.

CREDIT
In obtaining credit for work completed at the Su=er Session, the
following regulations will obtain:
( 1 )_ Work_ done in courses at the Summer Session will be as nearly
as J?OSsible eqmvalent to the 'York of th~ same courses during the regular
session. Therefore, courses will be credited hour for hour on the basis
of semester-hour credit.
(2) The maximum a?1ount of credit allowed is eight semester hours.
Students are strongly advised to attempt not more than six semester hours
of work.
.( 3) Courses carrying two semester hours of credit in the regular
curn~ulum are conducted one hour daily in the Summer Session• tha&e
carrymg three semester hours of credit will meet eight hours per' week;
those carryrng four semester hours of credit in the regular curriculum
ar~ condu~ted two_ hours daily ~n the Sn=er Session. An exception to
this r_ule 1s made m courses requ~ring lab?ratory work. No partial credits
are given. Student~ who ar~ delmquent m the regular session and dEll.'ire
to make up such delmquency m the Summer Session must receive permiesfon
from the Student_ Program Committee •b efore applying for registration in
the Summer Sess1on.

( 4) Beginning September, 1926, a fourth year leading to the degree
of Bachelor of Science in Education was added to the curriculum. Students in all departments are now required to complete a four-year curriculum
in this college, in order to receive the degree, Bachelor of Science ( in eclucation). Credit towards this degree may be earned in part by our two- or
three-year graduates in the Summer Session, after consultation with the
Student Program Committee, President, Dean, Registrar or Director. No
one will be graduated from this college in the future who has not completed
their work for the Bachelor's degree and no one will be granted such degree
who bas not completed a minimum of 32 semester hours of work in residence.
It is also required that the last semesters work before graduation must be in
residence. Residence work includes all work done on this campus.
( 5) A graduate of a High school curriculum approved by the Commissioner of Education, who after graduation completed a year's course
in a. Training Class and has had at least one year of experience in teaching
since graduation from a Training Class, may receive advanced credit equivalent to one year on the four-year curriculum.
(6) In September, 1934 all New York State Normal Schools and
Teachers College at Buffalo entered upon a new curriculum for the preparation of elementary teachers. The se nior year of this curriculum will be
completed and the fir st class will be graduated in June, 1938. Students with
advanced credit will find it necessary to have their work evaluated
by the Registrar in terms of the new curriculum. An increased number of the
new curriculum courses are being ofTered this summer. It still seems desirable to offer some of the old curriculum courses to enable students to complete their work for the degree on that basis. 1n all probability, future
summer sessions will be conducted on tbe basis of the new curriculum. Students
needing the old curriculum courses should elect them as far as possible this
summer since it may be the last time they will be ofTered.
(7) Students who intend to matriculate for the degree in this college
and who wish to transfer credit from another institution should have official
transfers of their record mailed to the Registrar of this college prior to the
opening of the summer session.

PROGRAM
Fir1t Class Period ......................................... .
Second Class Period .......... .. ...... .... ................. .
Third Cl111ss Period (Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday) ........ .
Assembly Period (Monday and Thursday) ................... .
Fourth Class Period ....................................... .
Fifth Class Period ......................... : ............... .
Sixth Class Period .......... . .. ............... . ............ .
Seventh Class Period ...................................... .

8:10- 9:00
9:10-10:00
10:10-11:00
10: 10-11: 15
11:10-12:00
12:10- 1:00
1:10- 2:00
2:10- 3:00

NOTE--Students must plan for a lunch period in making their elections. Tbe
Cafeteria will be open from 11 :15 to 1 :30.
On Mondays and Thursdaya tbe fourth period classes, and following, will beg-lo
25 mlnutee after the hour and close on the quarter hour (11 :25 - 12 :15, etc.)

ASSEMBLY
As indicated above, there will
Attendance is optional but students
the programs for this part of the
that no student can afford to miss
and ''Bulletin" will give advance
entertainment.

be two Assembly periods each week.
are urged not to be absent. In fact,
Sn=er Session are of such nature
them. The Summer Session "Record"
information concerning speakers and

CURRICULA
I. General Elementary Curriculum. Candidates deairing to earn credit
on the General College curriculum toward their degree may do so by
electing the proper courses. Care should be taken that subjects elected apply
on the desired curriculum and form the proper sequences. If in doubt,
consult the Regiatrar, or the Student Program Committee.
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Il. Curriculum
for Teache m
· Sernce:
•
I n the arrangement of o
Summer
Session offerin
of the teacher in service~s, wh~ft~a~ought is al:vays giv~n to the nee:
tow:ard the degree, there will still be ~o~e ti;;~ w!ll be ~eeir?us of :vorking
t~eir professional preparation for their work F WlSh, primarily,. to improve
llsted among the various courses much th a t wi··11 bor
there will be found
e ofs~ch,
mterest
III. Curriculum for Element
Sh 1p . .
.
yea.rs Teachers College has bee ar1 \ oo.
rmc1pals. For the pa.st eight
of Elementary School Principals n Se
pmg a P\0 g:-am for the training
will be offered in the Summ ·s _v ra !courses se ected from this program
to a number of active and r~: es~10n . . t _is hoped that these will appeal

e;e f

;~~~:~~~rdTl~~es~~~ur:2!~:teVJ:v{~?t~~1c~Fl~fi~J~;:e0 tffJfes;~n~~l~
1032.
a ion ecame e ective September,

IV. Home Economics Cur · ul
Wh ·1 th
Educa.tion does not find it po~ibl:m~ fin a~e
e Sts;te Dep~rtment of
Hom_e Economics teachers at this session th ce a ~p1c1al c~rnculum for
curriculum a number of courses that
,
ere ar~ me ~ded 1D the general
prescribed: work in this special fieldma)
cr~d1ted either for elective or
the approval of. the Director of Hom~ E couom1cs
n ere~ edfor
studen_ts
secure
takmg should
such course
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m~ntary Industrial Arts
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THE DEMONSTRATION SCHOOL
Tbis school was used extensively I t
courses in Education materially Th
as su~mer . and strengthened the
School of Practice this summer· Foe same ser:ice w~ll be continued in the
Elementary school, will be in se~sion
mcl:dmg_ four grades of the
Paine, Cedar Falls Iowa will have char .,
e en ue six weeks. Dr. Olive
and fifth grades wifr be i:d charge of Muriefesho:e~~~e first d g~~de. The third
of the Teachers College staff Miss v· .
r an
eanor M. Gover
r;iiurning ~or 1938 . and will· demonstr;;:ns!~~t:e ::acieel~~~ N~_ Yogc, is
en, Assistant Director of Practice Teaching w·n b . .h iss race
1
Demonstration School
The members f h
e . m c arge of the
?ave been selected because of their \r;a e Dem~~strat10n Scho?l facul_ty
mterest in modern methods of teachina
Tte exbp_entencfe
their spec_1al
o·
0 Jee
o tha~d
is Demonstration

tm~~~m:h

School is to furnish students of Education opportunity for the observation of
instruction. This observation will be an integral part of certain courses in
Education and Methods. In addition, there will be opportunity for general
observation in the school for a11 members of the Summer Session. The Demonstration classes will begin at !J :00 A.M. and the Primary room will close at
12 : 15 daily. Plans are being made to keep the middle and upper rooms open
till 1 :15 in order to provide for a greater variety of work and to give colleoe
students more opportunity for observation. Applications for admission
pupils in this school may be addres eel to the Principal of the Demonstration
School, State Teachers College, Buffalo, N. Y. Child ren of college students
may attend the Demonstration School without tuition. Demonstration cla"ses
in connection with the Rural School program and the Special Class program
will also be included. These classes will be noted in the announcements oi
those program s.

:s

SPECIAL PROGRAM FOR RURAL SCHOOL TEACHERS
Special emphasis will be made during the Summer Session on the problems of the rural school. In addition to the courses offered in Rural Education, Miss Muriel J. Bardwell, formerly instructor in the High school at
Briarcliffe Manor, New York, who bas been with us for the past several
summers will conduct a one-room school in the demonstration school.
This room will consist of eight grades and efforts will be made to demonstrate
the grouping of grades, the alternation of subj ect matter and the i11itiatio11
of a progressive type of education in line with the recommendations of the
New York State Department of Education. At least one conference on the
problems of the rural school will be held during the Summer Session. Plans
are being made to bring to this conference specialists of state and national
reputation. Dr. Kate V. Wofford will be in charge of this special program.

SPECIAL PROGRAM ON GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING
Three faculty members of our college staIT, Dean Catherine E. Reed;
Irving C. Perkins, Head of the Industrial Arts Department; and Dr. Paul
Sloan, Professor of Education will offer four courses in the field of Guidance
and Counseling, which should be especially valuable for elementary, junior
high school and senior high school teachers, and will furnish the basic work
for those who wish to prepare for counselors. Some of these courses should
also appeal to principals and superintendents who are desirous of providing for
guidance needs in their schools. Plans are under way to hold an importa.nt
conference on the general theme of Guidance sometime during the Summer
Session.

EXTRA-CLASS ACTIVITIES

The extra-class activity program will be in charge of a director of activities, assisted by selected students a11d cooperating faculty members .
The location of the College, with its excellent facilities, makes possible
a very rich program of extra-class activities. Delaware Park, one of the
most beautiful and most noted large city parks in this country, is directly
acrosa the avenue from the College. A large variety of recreational facilities
a1e a.va.ilable in it, including canoeing on the lake.
The Albright Art Gallery and the Historical Building, both located
in Delaware Park, possess rich exhibits which abundaintly reward visitors
t-0 them. Both buildings are in close proximity to the College.
An interesting and stimulating series of programs for Assemblies is
now being arranged. Leading educators, M well as men prominent in
other phases of life today, are being engaged. It is expected that musical
proip-a.ms of unusual merit will be provided and we hope we shall have
a sm~ing Summer Session, under the able leader11hi-p of William Breach,
our visiting director. We hope to orga11.ize an Orchestra and Glee Clubs,
correlated with our Music Appreciation Class. Students who play orchestral
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instruments are urged to bring them with them. Moving pfotures of par,
ticular interest to the students will be shown from time to time during tbe
~ummer.
For the last several years, we have been able to offer a steadily expanding
athletic program for both men and women. It is expected that the offering
this 11ummer will be even more adequate than at any time hitherto. Swim.
ming pool, gymnasium, and athletic field: will all be made as completely
available a.11 possible for meeting a,s many different types of needs and wishea
u may be found feasible.
.
Afternoon panel discussions have b~n found to be of such widespread
mterest t:11at we expect to provide several such opportunities during the sum.
mer. It is expected that each of these will deal with subjects of vital interest
to our student body.
A rich variety of trips have been offered during the Summer Sessiou
for a number of years and because of their success plans are now under
way for a repetition of those which l1ave proven most popular and the
provision of new trips which promise to enrich our total offering.
Social programs, consisting of informal dances and entertainment, will
be included as in previous summers and will be improved on the basis of
our e::..-perience of that which has been found to be rn ost welcome.
The securing of the services of an athletic dfrector and the assistance of a
woman teacher of swimming makes possible the extensive use of the swimmin•
pool and a variety of recreational activities, especially in the .field of athletic;
A variety of trips to various interesting places in the city have been
customary during the Summer Session and these will be repeated this year
as it becomes evident that the students wish to have them to arranged. The
most popular of these trips last year-that to various social agencies-will
be made possible again this summer.
Trips to more distant places will be arranged so far as poss ible, dependent
upon evident interest on the part of the student body.
The Summer Session "Record" will be published again, as it lias been
for the last several years. It makes familiar to all the various cxtra-clas,
opportunities as they are scheduled and also constitutes a journal for those
who wish to have a permanent record of the Summer Session.
These extra-class activities will enrich the Summer Session just so far
as they meet the needs and desires of the student body. All students
ea;pecting to attend the Sumnier Session are urged to write thevr suggestions
to the Summer Session Social Program Committee.

IMPORTANT NOTICES
Plan of Registration. No formal application for admission to Summer Session is required ( see ".Admission" above). Registration begins
at 8:30 A.M., Tuesday, July 5th, when students assemble in the Auditorium for instructions regarding details of registration. Students will
register in order of numbers given out as they enter the Auditorium. The
first step in registration is the payment of fees (see statement under "Fees"
above). Further particulars will be given at that time.
Required Preparation for Class Work. All courses in the Summer
Session are orgamzed on bases similar to those offered during the regular academic year with a similar amount of outside preparation required
for each hour spent in the class room. It is not possible to give any definite
amount of time required for this because of the varying abilities and back•
grounds of students, but in general in should be understood that a minimum
of an hour and a half is essential for preparation for each hour of classroom
work, while the average student may be expected to spend more than this.
Text Books. Students in all courses will be required to purchase text
books. A cooperative book store is maintained for the benefit of students.
Money. Students who come from outside the city to live in Buft'alo
during the Summer Session will find it possible to transfer their' funds by
depositing checks in a local bank and receiving their money after collec•
tion has •been made by the bank. For this service, the bank will make a ·
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. • um charge of fifteen cents and more in proportion to the size of the
nunim .American Express Company's or American Bankers'. checks, com~only
check.b travelers, will be found most convenient.. CerJ1fied_ checks 1ssueo
used ks or personal checks require endorsement or 1d~nt1.fication and f~ulty
by b~n
re not to be expected to render either service. No checks, either
memf acu
ersltya members or students• will be cashed at the Financial Secretary's
for
officeO. ch I
Under the leadership of our Music Department we developed
r fine
es ra.orchestra last summer. We plan to cont'mue th'1s f ea t ure of
a veSry 111 e,· Session in 1938 and invite and urge students to make plans
,ur
· ·
' 'oinumour orchestral group.' W,e are irv1;1g
t h'1s advan_c ed not·ice so that
to J t from a distance may brmg their instruments with them. .Anyone
e!utlenl
s is invited to participate.. Miss
Hurd and. Mr.
who
p ays
u
. A
t· Breach will cooperate
ancl th e work will be correlated with music pprecia 1011.

LIBRARY
The College Library is situated on the second ~oor of th!l main College
· in facin the .Albright Art Gallery. It occupies a spacious rc:om seatbu~ldab!~t
students. The
en shelves, reserved books, mag:i,zmes and
in,.,
apcrs are available to al students and faculty. The picture and
0
::sphlet files supplement other mater(al and are for the use _of t~e s~udent
p
Bound magazines are kept m the stack room, whicli 1s directly
t~ac e\he reading room. The Library, modern in every respect1 affords
a o_v~endid opportunity for intensive study and recreational reading .• _An
aac1c'11Pt.ion.."l feature of our library service• is known as the "Teachmg
d ·t · Matenals
f
t
Bureau." This has been developed dunng the past year an i 1s o grea
• t st and value to student teachers. It should prove equally valuable to
~~1:~ieers in service.
It is located in room 203, a_dja~ent to the library. The
Grosvenor Reference Library and the Buffalo _Public L1b~ary are glad to render
erery possible service to students of the Summer Sess10n.
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Elective Library Work
Elective Library Work is open to a limited number ?f old curriculum
st udents approved by the Librarian. The eou_rse compnses 10 ~ours of
ractice in desk-work, shelf-work, etc., an~ cle~ical work and appomtments
for onference. Prerequisite: The course rn Library Usage reqmred of all
Fres~men. Two semester hours credit. Miss Hepinstall.

Special Library Facilities
The Director of the nearby Historical Museum has agreed to Jll!Lke
ovailable for history students th~ir fine collection of reference materials
on American History. The Albright Art Gallery has recently obe_ned a
library containing a collection of reference works on art, and the 1recto
f the Gallery bas indicated his willingneBS to allow the art students o
achers Colle"'e to make use of these facilities. The Museum of Natural
s!ience in Hu~boldt Park has excellent facilities to supplement the work
of science students.

1
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
Numbering System
The numbers appearing before the titles of courses correspond to the
numbering system in the general catalog. The numbers are all three_-firure
numbers. The first figure of the number indi<'~e_s the year of the cu.rn~u
in which the course primarily belongs. Variation from the _year md_1e":
in the catalog should not exceed one year and that onl_y w1.th permisaion.
The Jetter "s" after a number indicates a parallel course given m the Summer
Se1eion.
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EDUCATION
Ed. 203s. Modern Elementary School Problems A. The socialized back
ground . of t~e development of edu_cation in the United Stat~s will be pr•:
sented m t~1s course: The educat10nal and social problems attendant u 0;
t~e change rn the Umted St_ate~ from an agricultural to an industrial soci~tv
;vill be stressed . . Th 7se mll mclude: (a) our agrarian origins and their
influence 1;1pon education; ( b) the natural resources of America their u
and the effect of the latter upon individuals and institutions· ( c) the develose
ment of economic and social tensions, and the efforts of ;ducation and t£~
governmen~ to :remedy_ them; a!1d ( d) the techniques of education to meet
our changmg ti:nes with changmg types of schools. While the course w'l!
stress rural soc10logy _the materi_als in it will be equally helpful to urb~n
and . rural teach~rs alike. Reqmred of sophomores in the general colle e
curriculum. (This course corresponds to Education 203 in the rerular con/
catalog.) Two semester hours credit. Five hours per week. Miss Woffor~~

Ed. 204s. Modern Elementary School Problems B. This course, designated
as Elementary School Problems, is concerned with the problems of the ele
me_nta:ry school curriculum a~d its controls. These are:
(a) educationai
obJecbves; (b) modern techmques of curriculum construction· ( c) criter
for judging the. selection an~ validation of educative materiais. The con~
tr~ls _of the curriculum are. discussed under the following heads: (a) school
bmld1Dgs, grounds and eqmpment; ( b) records and reports; (c) the health
program and; ( d) the school as a social organism. This course is required
of all general college sophomores, and may be substituted for two hours of
credit on the old elementary school curriculum course. Two semester hours
credit. Five hours per week. Miss Wofford.
Ed. 303s. Educational Measurements. (Old Curriculum) Students requirino
Educational Measurements on the old curriculum should elect Education 202;
For description see C.D. 202s. under Educational Psychology. Mr. Sloan.
·
Ed. 304s. The Teaching Profession. Gives the student an understanding of
the teac_her's relationship to administrative and supervisory officers, to the
commumty, and to the State. Includes the following units; qualifications of
t~ie w~olesome an1 ~fficie_nt teacher; co~munity relationships; teacher relat10nsh1_ps to admims~r':'t.ive and supervis?ry officf;r~; professional ethics;
a_uthonty and respons1b1hty of teachers; rights, privileges, and responsibilities of students; school rules and regulations; extra-mural operation of
rules and regulation~; legality of incidental fees of public schools; teacher's
contract; legal and illegal use of school property; contractual capacity and
liability of public schools.
. Required of third year general college students on the new curriculum.
Five hours per week. Two semester homs credit. Prerequisite. Ed. 203- 204.
Mr. Root.

. Ed. 401s. Junior. HiJ!h ?chool Organization. \Ol_d Curriculum.) The special pu:rposes of the mstitut10n s,nd the. charactensbcs of the school designed
to achieve these purposes are the mam features of the course. Subjects
of study; the guidan~e program; e:i..'tra-curricular activities; provision for
the exploratory function for adolescent children; provision for individual
differ~nces homogeneous grouping; the staff; the Junior High school plant;
the history of the movement and tendencies toward standardization. Required
of Fourth Year students in the Grammar grade curriculum. Three semester
hours credit. Eight hours per week. Mr. Johnson.

Ed. 402s. Principles of Education. .A critical study of contrasting interpretations of educational theory and principles. Aims to help the student build a
philosophy of education to meet the varied demands of modern life. Includes
units on; the educational theories of .Aristotle, Plato, Herbart Sophists Jesuits
Pestalozzi, Socrates, Kant, Hegel, Rousseau, James, Dewey { Discipli~e as a~
aim of education; discipline versus interest; doing versus knowing; thinking
versus knowledge; authority versus freedom; character versus intelligence;
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conservatism versus profiressivencss; emotio~s versus intellect; i_ndividual
yersus group control; logical versus psychological; and the democratic conception of education.
.
Required of fourth year general college students, Eight hours per week.
Three semester hours credit. Prerequisite: Eel. 304 and 401. Dean Horn.
Ed. 420s. Elementary School Curriculum. _Tb_is co~rse is no longer a
quisite for certification for the elementary pnncipalsh1p. For those who
~~ed the course to meet graduation requirement~ on the old curriculum it _is
uggested that either Education 204s or Education 203s and 204s be ~ubsti-~utecl. If the former substitution is made the student wil~ be reqmred to
make up an extra hour. If the latter is made the student will have an extra
hOur of credit.
Ed. 461s. Safety Education. The material for this course includes a
study of the Sto~es ~ill and its i~plicatio~s tor the elementary sch?ol curriculum; an exam111at1on of the a~c1dent statistics for the country par~1cularly
as they apply to children; the history of the safety m?vement, espe~ially the
development and work of the National Safety Council; _the _techmques for
influencing human conduct; the argument for safety teach mg III the schools;
stressing the philosophical reasons as well a~ the physical re~s.oi:is; the psy•
chology of behavior; the place of extra-curricular safety activities, such as
the School-Boy Patrol, Junior Safety Council, Home-Room Safety clubs;
methods of determining objectives in safety education; sele~tion and organi~ation of activities for developing habits of safe::,y; correlation of ~afety with
other subjects; measurements of safety teachmg results. A umt . on r~acl
safety and safe driving will be included. Two semester hours credit. Five
hours per week. Miss Scheib.
452s. The Progressive Elementary School. This course will endeavor
to give a suTVey of the work of the six years of the Elementary school
as influenced by modern educational theory. It wi\l c?nsider the basis of
evaluation of curricula· the factors of school orgamzation and management
which affect directly schoolroom procedures (grouping, testing, records, school
life as a whole, relationship of administrators, ~pecial teachers et~.) ; the
educative effect of the unified school on the pupils. The course will show
how individual instruction materials and techniques may be used with _the
activity program. Illustrations will be taken from the field of readmg,
manuscript writing, arithmetic, written English. Not. open to students who
have had Education courses 452s, or 453s, ID previous summers. Three
semester hours credit. Eight hours per week. Miss Markham.
Ed. 455s. Principles and Problems of Personnel W or_k and G~dance.
This is a basic course designed for teachers and others mterested ID the
guidance function in the public schools. Consideration will _be given to the
present day objectives and principles of guidance; the function of the classroom teacher, the :principal, the visiti11;g teacher, .the ?ounse_lor, and ot_her
specialists in a guidance program; gm~anc~ services. mclud1Dg. c_o1;tnselmg,
record keeping, group confe:ences, c~ordmat1on of gmdance act1v1ties, co_ntacts with parents, commumty. agencies, etc. Three semester hours credit.
Eight hours per week. Mr. Perkms.
Ed. 456s. Techniques and procedures in a Comprehensive Guidance Program. .A study of the guidance function,. the services to be rend~red, the
techniques to be employed. This will mclude met~ods of secur1Dg _data
regarding the adjustments, the emplo;v1;Ilent ?f eduCll;tional and occup~t10nal
information, the development of reqms1te skills _or mterests, f;Xplor~t1on of
aptitudes, consideration of placement,. the techm9ues of t~e rnt_erview _and
interpretation of data from case studies. A ~asic course ID gmdance. 1e a
pre-requisite though admission to the course will be arranged for c~nd1da~es
who offer definite experience or ability. Two semester hours credit. Five
hours per week. Miss Reed.
Ed. 457s. Guidance Through Extra-Curricular Activities. Deals with the
guidance functions of the _h?1:1eroom t~acher,. club_ sponso_rs, and sponsors of
other pupil out-of-class actr,1t1es. Cons1derat10n will be given to the study of
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desirable activities and to the guidance opportunities afforded through them.
Special emphasis will be placed upon the value of extra-curricular activities
in s~imulatin~ interest in sc~ool life. _in developing qualities of leadership
and m affordmg the opportumty for children to develop more naturally in a
school environment. Three semester hours credit. Eight hours per week.
Miss Reed.

balls, the library, the auditorium, the gym1;1asium, the cafeteri!l, th_e playround, etc.; assignment of teac~ers and pupils; sys~ms_ of class1ficat1on. and
gromotion; problems in schedulrng and office orgamzat10n; board_ r~lat10n_s.
;his course may either precede or follow _the Elementary School Pnnc1pal_sh1p
B. Open to principals, su pervisors, e:-:pene_nced teachers, and others especially
qualified . Three semester hours credit. Eight hours per week. MT. Websten

Ed. 458s. Organization and Supervision of Guidance. Deals with the deYelopment of a guidance program in a school or school system. Involves a
study of preliminary steps to be taken, the development of guidance consciousness upon the part of the faculty, the securing and preparation of
counselors, curriculum organization to meet guidance needs, setting up of
records, and supervision of the guidance program. Two semester hours credit.
Five hours per week. Mr. Sloan.
Note: The three courses, 455s to 457s inclusive, are Tecornmcnded especially for class room teachers. Courses 455s and 458s a re r ecommended particularly for principals and supervisors.

Ed. 441s. The Elementary School Principalship B. The operation of the
elementary school. The objective of this course is to develop an understand. " of and the ways of meeting the day to day problems of the school as
1
:~ ; cu~ri culum operates.
Equipping t~e school J.?l~nt; obtaining an_d us~ng
upplies and texts; movement of the children; policies an~ progra~s m us.mg
~he school facilities; policies iri classifiC;lltion and pro~ot1on; spe~1al services
for special needs; resolving pupil maladJustments ;_ makrni:; and µsmg re~rds;
fin ancing the school program; leading the_ CO!f1mun_1ty. This course may e_1tber
recede or fo llow E lementary School Prrnc1pal~l11p A. _Open to supervisors,
trincipals,_ expe~·iencecl teachers an~! others especially quahfied. Three semester
hours credit. Eight hours per week . Mr. Johnson.

Ed. 462s. Radio in Education. It is the purpose of this new course l6 give
an understanding of what radio is contributing or can contribute to education.
The course will include (a) Social changes brought by radio; (b) The place
of radio in education; (c) PTanning and supervising the school use of radio;
(cl) Techniques of utilizing the radio; (e) Selection and use of hroadcaqtiJ1g
equipment; (f) Producing educational radio programs; (g) Radio program
appreciation by adults and chi ldren. The class will be divided into committees
to prepare reports, to plan trips to broadcasting stations, to st udy recorded
programs, to evaluate Ii tening techniques and to follow other lin es of Rpecial
interest. This permits administrator s and teachers to centrulize on that
part of the work most valuable to them. Limited to sixty students. Two
semesler hours credit. Fi\·e hours per week. Mr. Darrow.
Note: Additional credit of one semester hour may be earned by taki ng
the "Radio \Yorkshop" three hours per week.

Ed. 442. Supervision of the Elementary School A.Leadership o~ te:1chers.
The objective of this course is to compreh~n d the work of ~he_ prrnc1pal as
a professional leader of teachers. Leadership of teachers; bmldmg an ed_u~ation philosophy for the school; the principal . i1;1 r~lation to other adn:1mstrative and supervisory officers; classroom v1~1tation and_ the analysis of
teachinu and learning; the nature of learmng; supervisory conferences,
teacher~' meetings, curriculn_m. building, dem~nstration teaching, _directed
observations the u se of speciahsts, and other mstruments for the improvement of tea~h ing a nd learninrr. Open to principals, supervisors, experienced
teachers and t o others espegially qualified. Three semester hours credit.
Eight hours per week. Mr. Moffitt.

The Radio Workshop. Supplements Ed. 462s. and is open only to those
taking Ed. 462s. It will afford an opportunity to write radio scripts and (or)
to broadcast them. The rudimentary course in microphone techniques will
include actual experience in broadcasting. It will also afford instru ction in
the wider use of drama for teaching purposes in the small school and in the
la rger ones possessing public-address systems. One semester hour credit .
Three hours per week. Mr. Darrow and Staff of ·wBEN.

C.D. 102s. Child Behavior. This course considers primarily ~he roots
of child behavior with which the teacher is daily confronted. Special attention will be given to ( l) methods for developin~ a well-adjusted personality
in the child· (2) ways of detecting and correctmg early beginnings of maladjustment;' ( 3) the school room as an agent of mental health of the ch_ild.
Case material will be generously used and such problems as daydreammg,
lying, stealing, fears, irritabili~y, etc., :,vm
dealt with. This course is
planned especially to be of practical and unmed1ate he!p to classroom ~acher~.
Observations to study some of the above problems will •be arranged m addition to the five hours per week scheduled. Two semester hours credit. Five
hours per week. Extra time f_or observa~ion will be required in this course.
Prequisite: C.D. 101 or the eqmvalent. Miss Quayle.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION
AND SUPERVISION
Resolution of the New York State Board of Regents:
"That, in accordance with the provisions of Section 81 of the Regents
Rules, the Commissioner shall establish standards for the preparation
and certification of the Elementary School Principals and that a Principal's certificate be required of all candidates for appointment to
Elementary Principalships after September 1, 1932."
In accordance with the above resoluti on, .State Teachers College at Buffalo is offering courses in preparation for the work of the Elementary
Principalship. Students desiring information regarding the certification
requirements should consult Dr. C. A. Pugsley, State Teachers C(?llege, Buffalo.
Ed. 440s. The Elementary School Principalship A. Organizing the school
and the curriculum. The general ohjective of this course is to see how the
principal functions as be builds the organization framework through which
the planned curriculum is realized. Problems in planning a curriculum for
all aspects of child life throughout the whole elementary school experience;
studying the community; organizing the school and its resources, such a11 the

CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND
EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

C.D. 202s. Educational Measurements in Child Leaming and Behavior.
This course a ims to give the student ( l) an appreciation of the significance
of measurement as a tool for understanding the growth changes in the child's
native and acquired behavior; ( 2) the opportunitiea for developing the ability to construct, select, and use properly test materials in the various phases
of child learning and behavior; ( 3) the opportunities for developin~ the
ability to handle the simple and necessary stati_stical t~chniques for _mterpreting the results of measurement. .Students will be given opportumty to
plan testing programs; administer and score tests; tabulate, graph, and
interpret data; and set up possible guidance and remedial programs. Three
semester hours credit. Eight hours per week. Prerequisite: C.D. 101-102, 201.
Mr. Sloan.
Note: This course is the regular second semester sophomore course in the
recrular curriculum except that it is extended to three semester hours in credit.
This extension makes possible the use of this course to meet the old curriculum
requirement in Educational Measurement.
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desir_able activi!ies '.1-nd to the guidance opportunities afforded through them.
Special emphasis will be placed upon the value of extra-curricular activities
in stimulating interest in school life. in developing qualities of leadership
and in affording the opportunity for children to develop more naturally in a
sc~ool environment. Three semester hours credit. Eight hours per week,
Miss Reed.
Ed. 458s. Organization and Supervision of Guidance. Deals with the development of a guidance program in a school or school system. Involves a
study of preliminary steps to be taken, the development of guidance consciousness upon the part of the faculty, the securing and preparation of
counselors, curriculum organization to meet guidance needs, setting up of
records, and supervision of the guidance program. Two semester hours credit.
Five hours per week. Mr. Sloan.
Note: The three courses, 455s to 457s inclusive, are recommended especially for class room teachers. Courses 455s and 458s are recommended particularly for principals and supervisors.
Ed. 462s. Radio in Education. It is the purpose of this new course t6 give
an understanding of what radio is contributing or can contribute to education.
The course will include (a) Social changes brought by r adio; ( b) The place
of radio in education; (c) Planning and supervising the school use of radio;
( d) Techniques of utilizing the radio; ( e) Selection a nd use of broadca~tinrr
equipment; (f) Producing educational radio programs; (g) Radio progra1~
appreciation by adults and children. The class will be divided into committees
to prepare reports, to plan trips to broadcasting stafions, to study recorded
programs, to evaluate listening techniques and to follow other lin es of special
interest. This permits administrator s and teachers to central ize on that
part of t he work most valuable to them. Limited to sixty students. Two
semester hours credit. Fi\·e hours per week. Mr. Danow.
Note: Additional credit of one semester hom may be earned by tak ing
the "Radio \Yorkshop" three hours per week.

The Radio Workshop. Supplements Ed. 462s. and is open only to those
taking Ed. 462s. It will afford an opportunity to write rndio scripts and (or)
to broadcast them. The rudimentary course in microphone techniques will
include actual experience in broadcasting. It will also afford instruction in
the wider use of drama for teaching purposes in the small school and in the
larger ones possessing public-address systems. One semester hour cr edit.
Three hours per week. Mr. Darrow and Staff of ·wBEN.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION
AND SUPERVISION
Resolution of the New York State Board of Regents:
"That, in accordance with the provisions of Section SI of the Regents
Rules, the Commissioner shall establish standards for the preparation
and certification of the Elementary School Principals and that a Principal's certificate be required of all candidates for appointment to
Elementary Principalships after September 1, 1932."
In accordance with the above resolution, State Teachers College at Buffalo is offering courses in preparation for the work of the Elementary
Principalship. Students desiring information regarding the certification
requirements should consult Dr. C. A. Pugsley, State Teachers C<Jllege, Buffalo.

Ed. 440s. The Elementary School Principalship A. Organizing the school
and the curriculum. The general ohjective of this course is to see how the
principal functions as he builds the organization framework through which
the planned curriculum is realized. Problems in planning a curriculum for
all aspects of cl1ild life throughout the whole elementary school experience;
studying the community; organizing the school and its resoUl'ces, such a11 the
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halls, the library, the auditorium, the gyml!-asium, the cafeteri~, th_e playround, etc.; assignment of teac~ers and pupils; syst_ems_ of class1ficat1on. and
grorootion; pTOblems in schedulrng and office orgamzat10n; board_ r~lat10n_s.
;his course may either preced~ or follow ~he Elementary School Pnnc1pal_sh1p
B Open to principals, sup ervisors, e~pene_nced teachers, and others especially
q~ialified . Three semester hours credit. Eight hours per week.
Webster:
Ed. 441s. The Elementary School rrincipals~ip B. The operat10n of the
elementary school. The objective of this course 1s to develop an understandinu of, and the ways of meeting the day to day problems <;>f. the school_ as
•t O curri culum operates. Equipping the school plant; obtammg and usrng
~;pp lies and texts; mov~n:ent. of the ~hild~en; policies an~ progra~s in us_ing
the school facilities ; po~1c1es m_ class1fiC:11tion and pro~ot10n; spe~1al service~
for special needs; resolvmg pupil i_naladJustments ;_ makm~ and µsrng re~rds,
financing the school program; lcadrng the_ co:nmun_1ty. This course may_ e_1ther
. cede or follow E lementary School Prmc1palsl11p A. Open to supervisors,
1~1r~ncipals,. expe:·iencecl teache:·s an~l others especially qual ified. Three semester
hours credit. Eight hours per week. Mr. Johnson.
Ed. 442. Supervision of the Elementary School A. Leadershipo~te:i,chers.
The objective of this course is to compreh~nd the work of ~he_ prmc1pal as
professional leader of teachers. Leadcrslnp of teachers; bmldmg an educa~ion philosophy for the sch_ool; the principal . i1;1 r~lation to other ad°:1inistrative and supervisory officers; classroom v1~1tation and_ the analysis of
teaching an d learn ing ; . the natur_e _of learmng; s'!perv1sory_ confe:ences,
teachers' meetings, curn culu_m. bmldmg, dem~nstrat10n teachmg, _directed
observations, the use of sp~ciahsts, and oth~r _mstruments _for the improvement of teaching and learmng. Open to prmc1pals, supervisors, expenenced
teachers and t o others especially qualified. Three semester hours credit.
Eight hours per week. Mr. Moffitt.

M~:-

CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND
EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
C.D. 102s. Child Behavior. This course considers primarily ~he roots
of child behavior with which the teacher is dl:ily confronte~. Special att~ntion will be given to ( 1) methods for dev elopm~ a well-adJu~te~ perso:1ahty
in the child· (2) ways of detectin.,. and correctmg early begmnmgs or maladjustment;' ( 3) the school room a0 s an agent of mental health of the ch_ild.
Case material will be generously used and such problems as daydreammg,
lying, stealing, fears, irritabili~y, etc., :,vm
dealt with. This course is
planned especially to be of practical and 1mmed1ate he~p to classroom ~acher~.
Observations to study some of the above problems w1ll ,be arranged m add1tion to the five hours per week scheduled. Two semester hours credit. Five
hours per week. Extra time f_or observa~ion will be required in this course.
Prequi site: C.D. 101 or the eqmvalent. Miss Quayle.
C.D. 202s. Educational Measurements in Child .Le_aming and . Be_havior.
This course aims to give the student ( 1) an apprec1at10n of the s1gn1ficance
of measurement as a tool for understanding the growth changes in the child's
native and acquired behavior; ( 2) the opportunit~ for developing the ability to construct select, and use properly test materials in the various pha.11es
of child learni~g and behavior; ( 3) the opportunities for develop in~ the
ability to handle the simple and necessary stati_stical t~chniques for _mterpreting the results of measurement. .Students will be given opportumty to
plan testing programs; administer and score tests; ta1bulate, graph, and
interpret data; an~ set ~1p possible guidance and re~e~ial programs. Three
semester hours credit. Eight hours per week. Prereqms1te: C.D. 101-102, 201.
Mr. Sloan.
Note: This course is the regular second semester sophomore course in the
regular curriculum except. that it is extend:d to three semester hours in _credit.
This extension makes possible the use of this course to meet the old curriculum
requirement in Educational Measurement.
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Ed. 301s. The Child and the Curriculum. This course aims to acquaint
t~e student with_ recent tren~s in the development of: ( 1) philosophy and
aims, (2). l?rac~1ces of_ curnculum_ construction, (3) methods of selecting
a~d orgamzmg mstruc~1onal matenals, both content and illustrative matenals from :·ep:esentative sch~ols, most us~ful in directing child leai:ning,
and ( 4) prmc1ples and practices of teachmg and evaluating with special
emphasis m the field of Language Arts. Five hours a week will be devoted
to observati?n in the demonstration school and laboratory work. There will
be opportumty f?r constr,ucting and evaluating units of work as part of the
laborat~r;r expenence. 'Ihree semester hours credit. Ten hours per week.
Prerequ1s1tes: Ed. 101-2, Ed. 201-2, Ed. 203-4. Miss Hirsch.

ferent types of English programs, a n examination of research studi es, a
review of the best that has been writt en concerning the teaching of English.
Many types of English experiences will be studied and students will be
helped to become sensitive to opportunities to oroaden intellectual interests,
to develop abilities and to cultivate a ppreciations throng? Engl_ish : ?ramatics,
choral reading, meeting !h.e. demands to speak well, to dis.cuss rntelhgently, to
write with ease and facility, to create and to appreciate. Two semester
hours credit. Five hours per week. Miss Markham.

Ed. 302s. The Child and the Curriculum. This course follows or accompanies Education 301. It aims to acquaint the student with recent trends in
the devel?pment of: ( 1) philosophy and aims, ( 2) practices of curriculum
construct10n, ( 3) methods of selecting and organizing instructional materials
both_ con.tent. and il_lustrativ_e materials from representative schools, most use'.
ful m d1rec~rng. child lea rmng, and ( 4) principles and practices of teaching
a~d evaluatrng m the fields of the Social Studies, Science and Mathematics.
Five hours a week will be devoted to class discussion and lectures and five
hours a week will be devoted to observation in the demonstration s~hool and
laboratory work. Three semester hours credit. Ten hours per week. Prerequisites: Ed. 101-2, Ed. 201-2, Ed. 203-4. Mr. Horn.
Psy. 303s. The Psychology of Adolescence. (Specialized Psychology•).
(Old Curriculum). Trea ts of the nature of adolescence; the pro·b lem of saltatory versus continuous development; the physical, intellectual and emotional
cha~acteristics and needs of the adolescent; sex phenomena and mental
hygiene; the problems involved in adjusting to the social order. Required
of Grammar grade and Junior High school majors on the old curriculum.
Will meet requirements in part for industrial arts curriculum. May also be
used in meeting ce:tifica~e requirements in Education~!. Psychology. Three
semester hours credit. Eight hours per week. Prereqms1te: Elementary Psychology. Mr. Grabau.
. Psy. 406s. Mental Hygiene. (Old Curriculum.) This course is definitely
designed to help adults, especially teachers, understand their own emotional
imd mental development, and how to be happier and more productive individuals in all their relationships. Well-adjusted teachers are the greatest
factors in developing desirable personalities in children but the emphasis
of this course . will be on the individual's adjustments, not on behavior
problems of children. Adult personality problems will be considered and
adequa !e case material will be used. Prerequisite~: General Psychology or
E~ucat10nal Psychology. Three semester hours credit. Eight hours per week.
Miss Quayle.

ENGLISH AND LITERATORE
~01s.. English Literature . I. . The first half of ~he survey course in
English literature. The matenal mcludes the outstandm.,. elements in literature fi:om ~he _time of the Anglo-S~on through the age gf Pope and Dryden.
Attention 1s given to the chronological development of the literature and to
the infl~ences at work ?uring the various periods, as well as to the ~tudy of
the var10us types of literature represented. Should precede Literature II.
Three semester hours credit. Eight hours per week. Mr. Hodgin.
202s. English Literature II. The last half of the required survey course
in English Literature. Students are expected to familiaTize themselves with
the facts and the backgrounds of literature and also to gain an appreciation of what literature holds in store for them. Required of Sophomores.
Three semester hours credit. Eight hours per week. Mr. Lappin.
Eng. 214s. Language Arts in the Elementary School. Designed for teachers, supervisors, and principals who are interested in English activities and
the improvement of teaching in that field. There will be discussion of dif-

301s. Dramatic Arts. A course dealing with the funda mentals of dramatic
roduction . It includes a brief survey of the vari ous histori cal me thods
:overning the dra1:1a; assist s in the cho ice an\l adapting o~ dramatic materials ;
deals with cu stomrno-, scenery, and st age busmess. Classic scenes a re used as
a basis for the study0 of characterization and fund amental principles. Students
are required to d ir ect plays with emphasis u pon children's drama, a nd are
iven some experience in t he drama tizing of literature.
g Required of all third year students. Ten hours per week. Three semester
hours credit. Miss Goossen.
302s. Poetry.
A comprehensive study of the outstanding poetry from
Chaucer to the present. A ~areful s_tudy is ma~e of the ;vario~s influences
at work in each ma jor period of literature, with a~tenbon given to _the
development of the different types of poetry and the vanous form s of metnca:1
structure. Critical standards are noted and students are encouraged to experiment in creative writing. Elective for third and fourth year student s. Five
hours per week. Two semester hours credit. Mr. Lappin.
0

310s. Juvenile Literature. The material for this course will include an
appreciation of literature suited to children from kindergarten through the
sixth grade· a study of sources of literature for children; an evaluation of
creative wo;k by children and selection of materials which will help integrate
activities in literature with other phases of the cuniculum. May be taken
as a substitute for either Children's Literature or Juvenile Literature from
the old curriculum. Should be elected by students in the general elementary
curriculum and by special kindergarten-primary students, in the new curriculum. May be taken for elective credit by any student wh? has _not taken
either of these courses since 1930. Three semester hours credit. Eight hours
per week. Miss Hirsch.
401s. The Drama. A survey of the drama from the Greeks to modern times
with emphasis placed upon the varying dramatic influences of the different
periods. The course attempts to establish critical standards as a basis for
jud1m1ent of the drama in the theatre and literature for the sake of improving 0 the teachers' ability in dramatic aTt.
Required of all fourth year students. Eight hours per week. Three
semester hours credit. Mr. Hodgin.
404s. Recent Literature II. (Old Curriculum) (1865-1915). Continuation
of Recent Literature I, directing particular emphasis upon the short story and
novels of the period, including British and American author~. E~ective for
Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors. Three semester hours credit. Eight hours
per week. Mr. Thurber.
409s. American Literature. A survey of the n:iain c~ents of thought
as expressed in American literature, from the colomal penod to the present.
Emphasis is given to such outstanding authors as Poe, Hawthorne, Emer~on,
Lowell and Whitman. Some time is given to contemporary poets and_ novel~sts.
Elective the third and fourth years. Three semester hours credit. Eight
hours per week. Mr. Thurber.
Eng. 418s. Choral Speaking. The course aims to cultivate an. unde~standing
a-nd appreciation of poetry through general lectures and d1sc1-:ss1ons and
through actual participation in the vaTious. types of choric speak113;g. Selections from the classics and modern verse will be used. The matenal chosen
can be adapted for both Junior and Adult g-roups. Choric drama with its
possibilities for theatre use will be presented. An opportunity for gaining
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experience in conducting the ,·erse clioir will be offered. The course serves
both a cultural and practical purpose to teachers who are interested in this
new Speech Art form. Upper class elective. Two semester hours credit. Five
hours per week. Miss Goossen.
422s. General Literature. Masterpieces of modern EuTOpean literature in
English translation. For course descriptions see Foreign Language and
Literature G.L. 422s. This course may be credited as an English course where
students need extra credit in the field of English and literature. Five hours
per week. Two semester hours credit. Mr. Messner.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
,:, General Literature 422s. Masterpieces of Modern Europeun Literature in
English Tran slation. Reading in English tran slation of selected masterpieces
of European literature from the Renaissance to the nineteenth century.
Among the work, discu ssed will be Machiavelli's Prince, Cellini's Autobiography, Ariosto's Orlando Furioso, Rabeliais's Gargantua and Pantagruel,
Montaigne's Essays, the dramas of Moliere, Corneille, and Racine, Cervantes's
Don Quixote, the works of Rou sseau and Voltaire, the novels of Dumas, Hugo,
Balzac, and Zola, Goethe's Faust .
Elective for juniors and seniors. May be credited as English or Foreign
Language on the old curriculum. No prerequi site. Five hours per. week.
Two semester hours crcdit.-Mr. Messner.
* General Lan.guage 400s A non-teclrnical presentation of material relative to language and languages, treatinO' by means of lectures and reference
reading the foJlowing topics : the nature and psychology of language; la11guarre
sounds and their changes; systems of written language; our alphabet and its
history; language families ; the relationship of English to the ancient and
modern languages; word formation, derivation, and changes in meaning; the
place of foreign language study in the ,junior high school. Each student will
be permitted to make an independent study of some linguistic problem within
the range of his interests and ability.
The course is designed to serve the following purposes: ( l) to provide
cultural information relative to language; (2) to prepare teachers of general
or exploratory language courses in the junior ltigh school: ( 3) to make a
definite contribution to the problem of guidance in foreign languages.
Elective for juniors and seniors. May be credited as English or Foreign
Language on the old curriculum. No preTequisite. Eight hours per week.
Three semester hours credit. Mr. Messner.

* French 402s. French Composition and Conversation . Review of fundamentals of French grammar, principles of French pronunciation, practice in
speaking and writing French. As faT as nossible the work of the class will be
entirely in French. The exercises in conversation and composition will be
based on contemporary French life. Designed for students who wish to use
French for teaching or trave1 or general cultural pur poses.
Elective for juniors and seniors. Eight hours per week. Three semester
hour s credit. Prerequisite: consent of instructor. Mr. Messner.
*Note: Of the thr ee courses listed above, the two will be offered for which
t here is the greatest demand.
GEOGRAPHY
10h. General Geography. The study of the influences of the environmental factors upon man and his activities is the main purpose of the first
semester of geogr a phy. Special attention is given the illustra.tions of these
found in the home r egion. In addition, emphasis is laid upon training in
the methods of geographic study. An effort is made to show how geography
aids in an understanding of many current world problems. Required of
F r eshmen. Three semester hours credit. E ight hours per week. Miss R oberts.
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201s. Geography of North America. A regional treatment of the continent
with the greatest emphasis on the United States. The physical background
of each region is described and the pattern of human occupation studied in
relation to the physical conditions. Attention is given to the geographic
back"'round of current problems, especially those of Janel utilization and the
cons;rvation of na iural resources.
Elective for sophomores and others. Three semester hours credit. Eight
~ours per week. Prerequisite: Geography 101. Mi ss Roberts.
302s. Geography of Europe.
Based upon a combination of pbysiographic regions and related human use regions. The conflict between these
and the man-made political divisions directs attention to the geographic
backgrounds of current problems. The study is directed to gain some knowl•
edge and appreciation of the variety of natural and cultural landscape paterns that have evolved in this continent of complex national groups striving
to maintain them selves. Elective for third and fourth year students. Three
semester hours credit. Eight hours per week. Prerequisite: Geography 101.
Mr. Smith.
407s. Conservation of Natural Resources.
The course surveys the extent,
distribution and condition of the major natural resources of the United
States and the aims and accomplishments of the conservation movement. The
publications of the various state and federal planning boards will provide
material for the discussion of the regional and national programs. Elective
for Juniors and Seniors. Three semester hours credit. Eight hours per
week. Prerequi site: Geog. 101 or equivalent. Mr. Smith.

HEALTH EDUCATION
P.E. 201s. Physical Education. This course aims to acquaint the student with the historical background of physical education and the philosophy
underlying its inclusion in an educational program. It seeks to give the
student the subject matter and skill basic to the activities required in the
elementary school physical education program; selection, arrangement, and
use of a well-balanced, well-rounded and varied program of activities. It
will include the development of correct attitude, knowledge, and skills in
the following activities : mimetics, rhythms, dances; gymnastics and stunts;
games, sports and other physical and recreational activities. Active participation in at least one individual and one team sport is required. Prerequisite:
Health Education 101-2. Required of second year general college students.
One semester hour credit. Three hours classwork per week and five hours
physical and recreational activity. Mr. Coyer.
H.E. 401s. Health Protection. This course aims to familiarize the teacher
with the standard procedures in health protection through the following
units: health examinations; follow-up servi~e; oaily health inspection; communicable disease control; building construction and sanitary care; safety
and first aid; community and public health; school health service in New
York State. Active participation in .at least one individual and one team
sport is required. Prerequisite: Health Education 101-102, Physical Education 201-202. Required of third and fourth Year general college students.
Two semester hours credit. Five hours per week of classwork and five hours
per week of physical and recreational activity. Mr. Coyer.

HISTORY AND SOCIAL STUDIES
S.S. 201s. History of Civilization. I. A survey of man's cultural development from the earliest dawn of history to 1815. The following units are
included: The philosophy of history and theories of historical interpretation;
nature of the culturaT pattern man has evolved; contributions of primitive
man; representative Eastern Mediterranean cultures; representative Oriental
cultures; Graeco-Roman culture; culture of the Middle Ages; and the political, intellectual and social revolutions of the 17th and 18th centuries. Three
semester hours credit. Eight hours per week. Miss Englebreck.
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S.S. 202s. History of Civilization. II. A continuation of the History of
Civilization as studied in S.S. 201s. including the following topics. The rise
of national states and the growth of democracy; the commercial and industrial revolutions with their effects upon trade relations; the development of
nationalism, the growth of imperialism and internationalism with reference
to the European problems of toaay. Three semester hours credit. Eight hours
per week. Miss Englebreck.
S.S. 203s. Introduction to Sociology. By an analysis of community life
the students are introduced to the sociological factors of special concern to
the educator. This includes discussion of significant aspects of social institutions and social processes as analyzed and described by modern scientific
sociology. Each student is required to make a survey of a selected community
and interpret his findings in terms of their significance to education.
Elective for second year general college students. Five hours per week.
Two semester hours credit. Mr. Albright.
S.S. 204s. Principles of Economics. The essential purpose of this course
is the acquirement of a working knowledge of sound economic theory in
order that the phenomena of the industrial and commercial world may be
understood. An attempt is made to survey not only the laws of economics,
but also certain of the political and cultural settings in which they operate.
The course concerns itself with the appearance as well as the functioning of
modern economic society. As a special aid to students of Home Economics
attention is directed to phases of consumer economics, such as problems of
the consumer, his place in production, and the devices of consumer protection. Required of second year students in the home economics department.
Elective for second year general coflege students. Two semester hours credit.
Five hours per week. Mr. Adams.
S.S. 301s. American Civilization and Government. I. This course will consider the development of civilization and government in the United States
to the outbreak of the Civil War. How this country gained its independence
from England and developed its own democratic ideals of government will
be stressed. The origin and purpose of the various governmental institutions
and how they perform their work will be studied in order to picture government as a going concern. Three semester hours credit. Eight hours
per week. Mr. Verduin.
S.S. 302s. American Civilization and Government. II. Continues the work
covered by S.S. 301s, emphasizing the development of American civilization
and government since the Civil War: the characteristics and operation of the
American economic order through varying circumstances; the position of the
masses; the relation of these factors to the evolution of a characteristic culture in the United States. Required of third-year general college students.
Eight hours per week. Three semester hours credit. Mr. Verduin.
S.S. 303s. History of Europe Since 1914. The causes, events, and results
of the World War; the treaty settlements; post-war developments and problems; present areas of friction; the League of Nations, World Court, and
other efforts at international co-operation and peace. Three semester hours
credit. Eight hours per week. Mr. Park.

S.S. 401s. Modern Social Trends Two types of problems are considered:
( 1) the major difficulties arising as society seeks to increase and distribute
human adequacy; ( 2) the more important maladjustments constituting social
pathology. Special consideration is given to the significance of these problems
for teachers. The course includes the following units: the nature of social
problems; problems of adjustment to external nature; population and its problems; distribution of wealth and income; health and physical welfare; control
and care of the defective; race problems in the United States; the family;
child's welfare; the meaning of social control; public opinion and its
.agencies; c-rime; alcohol as a beverage; and alcoholism; democratizing the
state. Required of fourth year general college Seniors. Eight hours per
!\\,eek. Three semester hours credit. Prerequisite: S.S. 301-302. Mr. Albright.
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S.S. 402s. American Economic History. The development of the economic
life of the Nation is traced from colonial beginnings. Emphasis is given to the
industrial, co11:1mercial and agri':ultural pha~es of _nationa~ development. Tl~e
historical sigmficance of economic factors with their meamng for educators 1s
wade evident. Required of third year home economic students. Elective for
upper class students in the general college department. Eight hours per
week. Three semester hours credit. Mr. Grabau.
S.S. 407s. Methods in the Social Studies. (Elementary) (Old Curriculum),
Reasons for and against the integration of Social Studies. A critical stud~ of
the schemes of integration now being used on the Primi;ry, and Intermediate
levels. Demonstration of some of the schemes developed m the School of Practice Practice in developin"' units of integrated Social Studies on the grade
lev;I of the teacher's work. Collection of materials for teaching units of
integrated subject-matter. Elective for Third and Fourth ~ear students.
Three semester hours credit. Eight hours per week. Miss Boymgton.
S.S. 408s. Methods in the Social Studies. (Junior High School) (Old
Curriculum). This course will be similar in character to S.S. 407s but
especially adapted to the needs of junior high school teachers or teachers on
the grammar grade level. Elective for Third and Fourth-;reaT students.
Three semester hours credit. Eight hours per week. Miss Boymgton.
S.S. 410s. Survey of Home Life Problems. Designed to meet the needs of
elementary school teachers in dealing with personal living problems of the
teacher as well ~s with teacher-pupil and te~cher-par_e~t Tela~ion~; als~ to
furnish information valuable to the teach.er m. orgamzmg umts 11; _vanous
school subjects. Suggested topics for cons1derat10n; ( 1) Cost of L1vmg and
Money Management; (2) Consumer Education; (3) Personal and Child Nutrition. ( 4) The Child and the Family, etc. Elective for upper class students.
Rec~mmended especially for general elementary teachers. Two semester hours
credit. Five hours per week. Miss Roudebush.

KINDERGARTEN -

PRIMARY EDUCATION

Ed. 305s. Kindergarten Education I. This course is designe~ to give the
student an appreciation of the place of the kindergarten as an mtegral part
of Elementary Education as well as to give more intimate knowledge of
the growth and progress' of the four and a half to_ the six ye9:r old _child.
The activities of a kindergarten in relation to the Social and Physical Sc1e1;ces
and the Creative Arts (with emphasis upon Music, Literature, and Dramatics)
will be discussed. The responsibility of the teacher_ in establishing a !ound3:tion for the tool subjects will be consicrered. A bnef survey and an mvestrgation of the materials and equipment suitable for c~ildren of th~se levels
will be made. The keeping of records_ and T~ports will b~ the basis of one
unit of this course. The instructor will provide opportumty for conferences
with individual students. Elective for third and fourth year students who
wish to be recommended as kindergarten teachers. Three semester hours
credit. Eight hours per week. Miss Jamison.
Eng. 310s. Juvenile Literature. For course description se~ English courses.
Students needing the Children's Literature on the old curn~ulum may take
the course entitled Juvenile Literature described under English 310s. Three
semester hours credit. Eight hours per week. Miss Hirsch.
Psy. 406s. Mental Hygiene. Of value to Lower grade teachers. Electi_ve
for Third or Fourth year and teachers with experience. For course description see Psychology courses. Three semester hours credit. Eight hours per
week. Miss Quayle.
Sci. 205s. Zoology. For course de_sc_ription see Scien~e courses._ Required
in new curriculum for all students desiring recommendations for kmdergarten
certification. Two semester hours credit. Eight hours per week. Mr. Fretz.
Sci. 206s. Botany. For course description see Scien~e courses: Required
in new curriculum for all students desiring recommendat10ns for kmdergarten
certification. Two semester hours credit. Eight hours per week. Mr. Fretz.
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MATHEMATICS

a knowledge of how we see; how various lines, forms, colors, and their aHangements affect us. H ow to arrange these factors so as to produce a satisfactory
effect in a bulletin hoard display, or, make an interesting exhibit of voca•
tional home-economic, or class-project work, is a frequent prnblem of a
teach;r. In special fields, teachers would like to know how to analyze good
and bad design in a wood project, or room arrangement, how to consider
the lay-out of a publication, how to arrange flow ers in cases, decorations in
home and school rooms, how to ha11g and frame pictures, and, how to choose
clothing most becomi11g to a certain individual.
In this course, principles of a ll design and arrangement wilI be studied
as such, then their application in various fields and specific problems dis·
cussed. Elective for third and fourth year general college students. Two
semester hours credit. Five hours per week. Mr. Czurles.

101s. General Mathematics. This course seeks to give the student a
foundation in mathematics, an understanding of certain algebraic principles
that_ ~a~e a ~ide application in intelligent_ living; !1-n appreciation of and
fam1hanty with the real nature of algebraic analysis and a wider horizon
through an ~xtended acquaintan~e with ~ore advanced topics that are being
used and might be used more m educat10nal theory and physical sciences
~nd to see _how "pure mathematics" has led to great unexpected achievement~
m a practical way. Three semester hours credit. Eight hours per week
:\Ir. Phillippi.
'
201s. College Algebra. A rapid review of High school algebra is followed
by studying mathematical induction, graphical interpretation of formulae
theory of equations, the formation and use of logarithms and such other topic~
as are . n_ecess!l'ry for . the study of trigonometry, analytics and calculus.
Prereqms1te: mtermed1ate algebra. Four semester hours credit. Ten hours
per week. Mr. Mitchell.
* 303s.

Trigonometry. Treats of measurements by means of ratios formed
by _the sides o~ triangles. F~nd~mental _formulae are developed from these
ratios or function s. The application of tngonometry to measurement is illust,rated by the use of the t_ransit_ by the class. Prerequisite: College Algebra.
1hree semester hours credit. Eight hours per week. Mr. Johnson.
* 401s. Junior High School Mathematics. A revi ew of arithmetic, elemen.
iary algebra, geo1!1etry and nu!Ilerical trigono_metry, is ~ccompanied by
methods of presentmg the above m a manner smted to the pupils of grades
~e,·en to _nine. Fi:equ_ent applicati~ns of these topics to _p_ractical problems
1s the primary obJect1ve. By opemng the gateway thus it purposes to give
to the student a broad background of mathematics. Open to Second, Third
and Fourth year students. Three semester hours credit. Eight hours per
week. Mr. Johnson.
* Note: Of the two courses marked * the one will be offered which has the
larger enrollment.

403s. Calculus. Is a study of derivations of algebraic functions and their
applicatio~ to pro~lems in~'olYing curv_es, tangents, and variable speeds. Both
d1fferentat1on and mtegrat10n are applied to problems. Senior elective. Eight
hours per week. Three semester hours credit. Mr. Phillippi.

SCHOOL ART
A.rt 201s. Es.sentials of . Ai:t. Fundamental_ princ_iples and techniques of
elementary. drawmg and pamtmg. Problems m design, lettering, color and
representat10n adapted for use in the sch?olroom and community. Required
of second year general college students. Eight hours per week. '1'wo semester
hours credit. Miss Wilder.
Art 202s. Constructive Ar ts. Work in various materials suited to use
in the elementary school for expression or illustration. Clay, paper, cardboard,
paper mache, wood, leather, metal, etc., will be used in projects suited to the
activity program. Two semester hours credit. Eight hours per week. This
course may be used to satisfy the art methods requirement of the old
cur riculum or the requirements of the new curriculum . Miss Wilder.
Art 301s. Art Appreciation. The various forms of art expression and
their fundamental principles and considerations. Textbook study, reading~,
lectures, galle:Y trips and experimentation in various mediums to develop
an understandmg of the arts. T,vo semester hours credit. Ei<Yht hours per
0
week. Required in new curriculum . Miss McLean.
. Art 304s. Art in Ever yday Life. Everyday an individual has many and
vaned needs and problems whose solution would be very much facilitated by

Des. 101s.-A. Creative Design. Available for both General College and
Art Education students. Two semester hours credit. Ten hours per week.
Miss McLean.
Rep. 102s-A. Pencil Sketching and Rendering. Available for both General
College and Art Education students. Two semester hours credit. Ten hours
per week. Mr. Czurles.
Rep. 302s-A. Painting in Water Color. Available for both General College
and Art Education students. Two semester hours credit. Ten hours per week.
Mr. Czurles.
Rep. 302s-B. Painting in Oil. Available for both General College and Art
Education st udents. Two semester hours credit. Ten hours per week. Mr.
Czurles.
Craft 40ls-A. Stage Craft. Available for both General College and Art
Education students. Two semester hours credit. Ten hours per week. Miss
Lyvers.
Craft 40ls-B. Marionette Construction. Available for both General College and Art Education students. Two semester hours credit. Ten hours
per week. Miss Lyvers.
Note: The two craft courses combined may be credited as equivalent to
the required course in Stage Craft for Art Education students.

Art Education Curriculum
Since the organization of a special curriculum for the training of Art
teachers and Supervisors, certain courses have been offered during the year
in Extension and Summer Session which can_ be applied toward the requirements for the degree with a major in Art Education.
Advanced students who wish to qualify in this field should submit
official transcripts of their work elsewhere, to the Director of the Art
Department, for evaluation. He will then be in a position to advise them as
to the work necessary to complete the requirements. The design, representation and craft courses may be credited toward requirements for the Art
education degree. These courses are being offered as a part of the plan
under consideration for expanding Art Education offerings for the benefit
of Art teachers who wish to work for the degree during the summer session.
These courses will be considerably increased in the summer session of 1939.

SCHOOL MUSIC
101s. Essentials of Music I. A study of Public School Music; its aims
and means of adaption to the life and educational experience of the child. A
survey of current procedures. Correct use of the singing voice. Development
of a keen sense of pitch and rhythm. Individual and class performance in
music reading, song singing, elementary conducting and ear training. Playing
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si1;1ple piano ac_c?zi:ipaniments. Practical application of notation and termmology. .Acqms1t10n of song repertoire. Study of radio and contemporar
musical activities. Required for first year general college students. EigJ
hours per week. Three semester hours credit. Miss Hurd.
Note: The course in Music I will be offered only if there is a sufficient enroll.
rnent to warrant it.
102s. Esse;11tials of Music IL . This is_ the second semester of the Freshman seq~ence m Elementary music. Contmues study of public school music·
the relationships and responsibilities of the grade teacher and a survey of
~chool procedures and types of drill. Continued instruction and practice
m C?rrect _use of t~e singing v~ice, song singing, conducting, ear training,
mus!c readmg, i:iot~t1on and t~rmmology. Procedures and practice in creative
music. .Apprec1at10n of music through acquaintance with its medium of
expression and forms. Required of Freshmen. Two semester hours credit
Eight hours per week. Miss Hurd.
·
Note: Students requiring credit for Music Methods on the old curriculum
may substitute Music 102.
. _30ls. History an4 Appreciation of Music. Discussion of music apprec1at10n as an e<l:u~at1onal ~actor and its place in the school curriculum.
St11;ndard compos1t1ons studied as to medium of expression, form and historical development. Methods of teachino- music appreciation to children
taken up. Current musical events discussed. .Attendance at concerts encouraged. Required of Third year students on the old and new curriculums·
Open to Kindergarten-Primary, Intermediate and Grammar grade students:
Mr. Breach plans to correlate this course with such music activities as Glee
Club, Orchestra, and Chorus work. Two semester hours credit. Eight hours
per week. Mr. Breach.

SCIENCE
~c. 201s. Physical Science I. .A survey of the physical sciences presen~mg a study of the planets, the sun, the stars and other astronomical
b?dies; the the_ories as to the origin of the earth and planets; the essential laws and mstruments of astronomy. Fundamental laws theories and
phenomena of inorganic chemistry are presented to develop ~n appreciation
as to the chemical nature of matter.
This is the first half of the required sophomore Physical Science course
hut may _be e)ected by other students who have not had its equivalent. The
course will aid the teacher with the new Grade Science Syllabus. Either
half_ or both may be elected by third year students. Two semester hours
credit. Eight hours per week including laboratory. Mr. Vail.
~c. 202s. Physial Scien~ II. .A s1;1r_vey _of the phY:sical sciences, pres~nti~g
study of ~agnetism; electnc1ty, its product10n, transportation,
d1stnbution and appliances for its use· the nature of heat its transference
and deyices in connection with the ~se of heat. The i~portant factors
responsible for past and present development of the earth's surface· erosion
and ~ggradation; including general types of rocks and some geological
materials.
This is the second half of the required sophomore Physical Science course
but may be elected by other students who have not had its equivalent. Eithei
half or b~th may be elected. The course will aid the teacher with the new
Grade Science Syllabus. Two semester hours credit. Ei"ht hours per
0
week including laboratory. Mr. Vail.
Sc. 205s. Zoology. .A study of the structure and physiolo!p' of a series of
animal types that illustrate the stages of evolution of ammal life. The
develop1;11ent of general concepts, principles and generalizations dealing with
a~aptations ~nd adjustments to changing environmental factors are emphasized. Elective for sophomore. May be taken by advanced students on the
ol!1 curriculum if they have not _had the equivalent. Two semester hours credit.
Five hours per week. Prereqmsite: Biology 101-102. Mr. Fretz.
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Sc. 206s. Botany. The structure and physiology of the various types of
plant life are studied to illustrate the different stages in the evolution of
plants. The major part of the course is academic in character but special
attention is given to the development of demonstrations, activities, and
experiments for use at the various school levels. Lectures and demonstrations,
supplemented by field and museum trips constitute the major work of the
course. Elective for Sophomores in the new curriculum. May be taken as
an elective on the old curriculum. Two semester hours credit. Eight hours
per week. Prerequisite: Freshman Biology. Mr. Fretz.
Sc. 201s. Physics Pure and Applied I. For the present summer it is
proposed to offer a course equivalent to the first semester of the regular
course in Physics covering primarily mechanics and heat, with the purpose
of conveying a better and more scientific understandin~ of the present day
hi"hly mechanized mode of living. It is the purpose ot this course to indicate the possibility of demonstrating physical laws with simple, inexpensive
and occasionally home-made equipment. For those who are desirous of securin" a full course in Physics it is proposed to carry over a continuance of
this course in the summer of 1939. This course is required of all Industrial .Arts sophomores. It may be elected for credit towards a science concentration by students in the third or fourth year of the general college
department. Ten hours per week including laboratory. Three semester
hours credit. Mr. Roesser.
Sc. 301s. Chemistry Pure and Applied I. .As in Physics 201 the course
in Chemistry is the first half of a six-hour sequence, the second half to be
offered in the summer of 1939. The work will consist of a thorough introduction and grounding in elementary inorganic college chemistry laying the
foundation for the understanding of commercial and industrial manufacturing
procedure. The course will consist of a study of general theory together with
the more recent applications to our immediate environment. This course
is required of all Industrial .Arts juniors. It may be elected for credit
towards a science concentration by students in the third or fourth year of
the general college department. Ten hours per week including laboratory.
Three semester hours credit. Mr. Roesser.
410s. Field Studies in Science. .An integrated series of field studies,
both group and individual, designed to acquaint the student with the materials and the techniques of handling materials used in the teaching of
elementary science. The course is well designed to meet the demands of
the new State Elementary Science curriculum as well as to satisfy the needs
of those who wish to teach a more advanced science. The interrelations of soil,
plant life, insects, birds and wild animals will be studied by means of field
trips, visits to the museum and individual projects. Elective for Seniors,
and Juniors with permission. Three semester hours credit. Eight hours
per week. Mrs. Gemmill.
411s. Junior High School Methods in Science. .A survey of vaTious
research studies and the resulting curricula is undertaken with especial
attention to the New York State curriculum for General Science .
.Along with conventional classroom procedures methods for conducting
field trips are discussed together with various techniques for handling the
materials obtained from such trips.
It is expected a reasonable familiarity with the literature in the field
of science will be acquired during the course. Elective for Seniors and
Juniors. Three semester hours credit. Eight hours per week. Mrs. Gemmill.

SPECIAL COURSES FOR TEACHERS OF PHYSICALLY
HANDICAPPED CIDLDREN
The State Education Law requires communities having ten or more
physically handicapped children to establish special classes suited to their
mental and physical conditions. The State further recognizes the need for
this special class activity by granting subsidies to assist local communities in
meeting the cost of this necessary service.
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In order that the communities may recei\·e special subsidies as indicated
by law it is necessary that the teachers handling these class units have special
preparation which is defined by the Teacher Education and Certification Division as indicated below.
. .All t~a~hers_ must have_ com pleted a min_imum of three years of profe8.
s10na! tra11~11?g in prcparat10n for the teach1r.ig of common branch subjects
and, m add1t10n, twelve semester hours of special preparation as foll ows:

SPECIAL COURSES IN THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS
DEPARTMENT

Semeste,· Hours
Courses
Mvn.
Maro.
. Practicum in teaching classes of physically handicapped
children ............................................... .
6
Mental, social and vocational adjustments ............. .
2
4
Psychology of the physically handicapped ... .......... .
2
4
The present number of teachers qualified to meet these special require.
ments is inadequate. Because of the large number of communities _in this
State where special class facilities have not been established and the m creasing appreciation of the need for special education adjustments suited to the
mental, social and physical conditions of physically handicapped children
this area of training presents unu sual opportunities for seTvice.
'
New York State has recently established a new policy goYerniw, the
organization and developm ent of special units for physically handic~pped
children which will undoubtedly have a tendency to energize the demand for
additional qualified teachers.

PROGRAM
The following practicum s will be aYailable.
Orthopedic Classes
Practicum in teaching children with orthopedic defects ( organization
methods, mateTials, observations, practice teaching and clinic). Six semeste;
hours credit. Hours 9-12.
Miss Henry assisted by Miss Scully and the class of crippled children.
Sight-Saving Classes
PTacticum in teaching children with visual defects ( organization, mell,ods
materials, observation, practice teaching and clinic). Six semester l10urs credit'.
Hours 9-12.
Miss Carter assisted by Miss Lobdell and the class of partially-seeing
children.

Hard-of-Hearing Classes
Practicum in teaching children with defective hearing ( o'.ganization,
methods, materials, observation, practice teaching and clinic). Six semester
hours credit. Hours 9-12.
Miss Whildin assisted by Miss Scally and the class of partially-deaf
children.
Students selecting any one of the practicums must Teserve afternoons
for clinics and visitation. It is possible for any student pursuing this work
to elect the class in "Psychology of the Physically Handicapped," scheduled
from 8 to 9 daily or any other two point course at the same time, if they
desire to do so.
Advanced Classes
Psychology of the Physically Handicapped. Two semester hours credit.
Mr. Crayton. Time 8: 10-9: 00.
Mental, Social and Vocational .Adjustments. Four semester hours credit.
Mr. CTayton. Time 11: 10-1 :00.
Note: Because of financial uncertainties the State Department stipulates
that any of these courses may be cancelled at the discretion of the Summer School Director if the registration should be less than ten in a
class. .All teachers interested should communicate with the Director of
the Summer Session, State Teachers College, Buffalo, New York.

The following courses will be open to those Industrial .Arts students
who wish to repeat courses in shop work and to those who hold a Vocational
certificate and desire to qualify for an Inaustrial .Arts license. Election of
these courses is open to women who desire to acquire some knowledge of
shop work to assist them in an activity program.
The registration fee of $25.00, plus a laboratory fee of $5.00, will be
charged, as in the Summer Session of 1937. This fee applies only to the
General Metal Shop.

Description of Courses
General Statement
All courses in shop work as described beiow aim to clarify the requirements as set forth in the State Syllabus for Industrial Arts work in JunJor
and Senior High schools. The purpose is not to develop a particularly h1_gh
degree of skill in the short time these courses will run, but to emphasize
a thorough understanding of the elementary shop activities such as would be
rovered by a group of boys in the Elementary and the High school ~ades.
Discussions in classes and required work will include the preparation of
short units of instruction which would be valuable to the teachers in the
grades previously mentioned. The new offering in Elementary Industrial .Arts
is intended to be of benefit to teachers interested in the activity progi-am
and for special class teachers.

General Metal Shop: Four distinct activities in the metal field will be
covered, namely: elements of machine shop practice, hard~ning and tempering acetylene welding, sheet metal and art metal construet10n. Each student
wili be expected to cover basic operations in each of the divisions menti_oned.
Discussions relating to class management in the General Met.al Shop will be
a feature of the course and sperial units of instruction will be prepared during
the progress of the work.
This course will be organized on the basis of units and due to the special
requirements of some individuals, arrangements may be made whereby studentR may earn credit on the basis of any one of several units such as art
mstal work, machine shop work and sheet metal work. The unit of art
metal work will be open not only to men but also to women who may be
interested on an avocational basis. Three semester hours credit. Fifteen
hours per week. One section only, mornings, 8: I 0-11 : 00. Mr. Fontana.
Elementary Industrial Arts for Special Class and Activity Programs: The
work of this course is designed only for those teachers who are interested
in the tools and materials such as may be used in the elementary activity
program and for special class needs. The course is not designed as a methods
course but rather one which involves tools, materials and techniques of
handling them. It will be conducted in an ordinary class·r oom rather than
in a shop in order to be typical of an actual situation. Materials will consist
of yarns, reeds, clay, leather, metal and wood and the projects made with
these materials will be those adaptable to the abilities of children between
grades 1 and 6. Three semester hours credit. Fifteen hours per week.
One section only, afternoons, 12 :00 to 3 :00.
Mr. Fin sterbach.
Note: .A second section may be arranged to meet from 8 : 10 to 11 : 00 if there
is sufficient demand.
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SUMMER SESSION PROGRAM
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General School Administration (Ed. 423s)~' ... .. . Mr. Rockwell . .. .
202s)• .......................... .. .. ... . .. Mr. LSloa~ . .. . ..
Principles of Education ( Ed. 402s) * ........... . Mr. Horn ...... .
erature II. (Eng. 202s) •...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mr. a ppm .....
Calculus (Math. 403s)* ................ ....... . Mr. Phillippi ... .
ysics
r. (Pure and Applied~ (Sc. 201s)* .. . ... Mr. R~esser , • • • • V.
Recent Literature II. (Eng. 404s) * ......... ... . Mr. Thurber ... .
lege AlO'ebra (Math. 201s) ................. Mr. Mitchell . .. .
Choral Speaking (Eng. 418s) ................. . Miss Goossen ... .
eral M;tal Shop (3 Periods) ....... . .... .. .. M~. Fontana . . . . . V. 100
General Literature (G.L. 421s) . .......... ... . . Mr. Messner , .. .
hopedic Class Practic1;11ll · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . M_1ss Henry and ~iss Scully
Survey of Home Life Problems (S.S. 410s) . . ... . Miss Roudebush .. .
ht Saving Class Practicum. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~iss Ca~te~ and Mis~ Lobdell
Modern Social Trends (S.S. 401s)* .. ....... .. . Mr. Albright ... .
rd
of Hearing Class Practicum. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mi~s Whildm and Miss Scally
Poetry (Eng. 302s) .............. . ........... . Mr. Lappin . ... .
204
Appreciation (Art 301s): .................. M~ss Mc~ean . . . .
Geography of Europe (G-eog. 302s) * .......... . . Mr. Smith ..... .
entials
of
Art
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201s)
..................
Miss
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.
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211
Child and Curriculum (C.D. 301s)«' ........... . Miss Hirsch .... .
Europe Since 1914 (S.S. 303s) * ............... . Mr. Park ...... .
Art Appreciation (Art. 301s)* ................ . Miss McLean . .. .
IRD PERIOD-10 :10-11 :00, Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday, CLASSES
American Civilization and Government I. (S.S.
10 :10-11 :15, Monday and Thursday, ASSEMBLY
301s)• ................ . . .. ............... . Mr. Verduin ... .
Music Appreciation (Mus. 301s) •, Section 1. .... . Mr. Breach .... .
roentary School Supervision A (Ed. 442s) * .. Mr. Moffitt .....
116
Zoology ( Sc. 205s) • .......................... . Mr. Fretz ..... .
unior High School Mathematics (Math. 401s)"". Mr. H. Johnson ..
217
Measurements of Learning and Behavior ( C.D.
erican Literature (Eng. 409s) * ............. . Mr. Thurber ... .
V. 102
202s)• ................................... . Mr. Sloan ..... .
sonnel Work and Guidance (Ed. 455s)* ..... . Mr. Perkins .... .
214
History of Civilization I. (S.S. 201s) '~ .......... . Miss Englebreck .
ma (Eng. 401s)* .. .. ........... ..... ..... . Mr. Hodgin .... .
College Algebra (Math. 201s) * ................ . Mr. Mitchell ... .
hods in Social Studies (Elem.) (S.S. 407s)• .. Miss Boyington . .
V. 206
Physics I. (Pure and Applied) (Sc. 201s) • ..... . Mr. Roesser .... .
High School Science ( Sc. 411s) • ......... .. . Mrs. Gemmill .. .
V. 104
General Metal Shop ( 3 Periods) ............... . Mr. Fontana ... .
chology of Adolescence (Psy. 303s)* ....... . Mr. Grabau .... .
116
Psychology of Physically Handicapped ......... . Mr. Crayton ... .
rigonometry (Math. 303s) • ................ . Mr. H. Johnson ..
104
Art Appreciation ( Art 301s) * ................. . Miss McLean .. . .
ic Appreciation (Mus. 301s) • Section 2 ... . . . Mr. Breach .... .
Essentials of Art ( Art 201s) * ................. . Miss Wilder ... .
dergarteh Education I. (Ed. 305s)• ......... . Miss Jamison .. .
1
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Mr. Messner ... .
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Miss Boyington ..
. do and Curriculum ( C.D. 302s) * ........... . Mr. Horn ...... .
P.
h' g Profession (Ed. 304s) ............... . Mr. Root ....... .
218
c 1·~e Literature ( Eng. 310s) * . ... .... ..... . Miss Hirsch .... .
P. 114
e:~try I. (Pure and Applied) (Sc. 301s)* ... . Mr. Roesser .... .
V. 206
aticArts (Eng. 301s)* .. .... .... ..... ... . Miss Goossen ... .
119
V. 210
:Uy (Sc. 206s)* .. . ....... • .. • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · Mr. Fretz ..... .
entary School Problems II. (Ed. 204s) ..... Miss Wofford .. .
203
FOURTH PERIOD - 11 :10- 12 :00 Tu., W., F. (11 :25-12 :15 M., 'l'h. ::~duction to Sociology (S.S.* 203s) ...... · · . · · Mr. Albright ... .
120
· al Science II. ( Sc.202s) .. ....... • • • • • • • Mr. Vail ...... .
V. 208
Safety Education (Ed. 461s) ................... Miss Scheib.....
ysicl Mathematics (Math. lOls)* ... ......... . Mr. Phillippi .. .
116
Conse!·vatio~ of Natural Resourc~s ( 407s) *. . . . . . Mr. Smith . . . . . .
ertials of Music II (Mus. 102s) *: ........... . Miss Hurd ..... .
105
American Literature (Eng. 409s)·~ .............. Mr. Thurber . . . .
en tary Industrial Arts (3 Periods) ....... . Mr. Finsterbach .
V. 109
Eleme!ltary. School Supervision .(1,... (Ed. 4~2s ) * .. Mr. Moffitt . . . . .
Social and Vocationa.l Adjustments ..... . Mr. Crayton ... .
#Jumor II1gh School Mathematics (401s)* ...... Mr. II. Johnson..
t·~ctive Arts (Art 202s) '~ ... ..... ......... . Miss Wilder ... .
211
Personnel Work and Guidance (Ed. 455s)* ...... Mr. Perkins.....
/ e Design (Des. lOlsA) * .. .... . . ....... . Miss McLean ... .
209
Drama (Eng. 401s) *. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mr. Hodgin . . . .
a ~\1s of Music I. (Mus. 101s) * ..... ...... . Miss Hurd ..... .
105
0 craft (Craft401s-A)* ............ . ...... .
Jr. High School Science (Sc. 411s)* .......... . . Mrs. Gemmill . ..
Miss Lyvers ... .
Shop
#French Composition and Conversation (Fr.
ge
402s) * .... . ............ . .................. Mr. Messner ... .
Child and Curriculum (C.D. 302s)'~ ........ .. .. Mr. Horn . . . . . . . p SIXTH PERIOD -1 :10-2 :00 Tu., W., F. (1 :25-2 :15 M., Th.)
Kindergarten Education I. (Ed. 305) * ....... . .. Miss Jamison .. .
uressive Elementary School (Ed. 452s)* ..... Miss Markham ..
Music Appreciation (Mus. 301s) *, Section 2 ...... Mr. Breach .... .
;entary School Principalship B (Ed. 441s) * .. Mr. L. Johnson ..
Psychology of Adolescence (Psy. 303s) * .......... Mr. Grabau .... .
Juvenile Literature (Eng. 310s)* .. . .. . ... . .... Miss Hirsch . .. . 1 anization and Supervision of Guidance (Ed.
Chemistry I. (Pure and Applied) (Sc. 301s)"'' .. .. Mr. Roesser ... . p 58s) .. • • · · • • • · · · · · · · · · · · • • · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · Mr. Sloan ..... .
304
#Trigonometry (Math. 303s)* .. . .............. Mr. H. Johnson . . Y ety Education (Ed. 461s). • • • • • • • • • · • · · · · · · · Miss Scheib .... .
Id
Studies
in
Science
(
Sc.
410s)
*
...........
.
..
.
Mrs.
Gemmill
V.
206
Botany ( Sc. 206s) *. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mr. Fretz ..... .
1 tal Hygiene (Psy. 406s) * . . ............... . Miss Quayle ... .
220
- History of Civilization II. ( S.S. 202s) *. . . . . . . . . . Miss Englebreck .
erican
Economic
History
(S.S.
402s)
*
.
.
.....
.
Mr.
Grabau
....
.
V.
104
Principles of Economics ( S.S. 204s) . . . . . . . . . . . . Mr. Adams .... .
hods in Social Studies (Jr. H .S.) (S.S. 408s)* Miss Boyington .
Child Behavior (C.D. 102s) . ................... Miss Quayle .. . .
·or High School Organization (Ed. 401s) * .. . Mr. H. Johnson .
General Geography ( Geog. 101s) *. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Miss Roberts ... .
eneral
Language (G.L. 400s) * .... ......... . Mr. Messner ... .
223
Orthopedic Class Practicum. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Miss Henry and Miss S
Sight Saving Class Practicum. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Miss Carter and Miss L erican Civilization and Government II. (S.S.
118
Hard of Hearing Class Practicum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Miss Whildin and Mi · 2s) ........ • • . • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Mr. V erduin ... .
atic
Arts
(Eng.
301s)
*
.
.....
.
...........
.
..
.
Miss
Goossen
119
Scally
lish Literature I. ( Eng. 201s) * ............ . Mr. Hodgin ... .
214
Mental, Social and Vocational Adjustments* .. . . . Mr. Crayton ... .
uraphy of North America ( Geog. 201s) * ..... . Miss Roberts ... .
115
Creative Design (Des. lOls-A) * .. . . .... . ..... . . Miss McLean . .. .
:ical Education (P.E. 201s) * .. t .. .. ....... . . Mr. Coyer ..... .
G. 102
Essentials of Music I. (Mus. 101s) * ........ . ... . Miss Hurd .... . .
sical Science II ( Sc. 202s) * ............. . . . Mr. Vail ..... ..
V. 208
Essentials of Music IL (Mus. 102s) * . .. . ...... . . . Miss Hurd
116
Stage Craft ( Craft 401s-A) * . .. . .... .. ....... . Miss Lyvers .... Rm era! Mathematics (Math. 101s) * .. . ....... • • Mr. Phillippi .. .
Mr. Finsterbach .
mentary Industri~l Arts ( 3 Periods
V. 109
ionette Construction ( Craft 40ls-B) ....... . Miss Lyvers ... .
Shop
FIFTH PERIOD -12 :10-1 :00 Tu., W ., F . (12 :25-1 :15 M., Th.) ting in Water Color (Rep. 302s-A)* ....... .
Mr. Czurles .... .
206
ting
in
Oil
(Rep.
302s-B)
*
.........
.
......
.
....
.
Mr.
Czurles
206
Progressive Elementary School (Ed. 452s) * ...... Miss Markham ..
cil Sketching and Rendering (Rep. 102s-A) * . . Mr. Czurles .... .
206
Elementary School Principalship B (Ed. 441s)* .. Mr. L. Johnson . .
tructive Arts (Art 202s)* ................. . Miss Wilder ... .
211
Conservation of Natural Resources ( 407s) * .. . .. . Mr. Smith ... . . .
Physical Science I. ( Sc. 201s ) *. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mr. Vail ... . .. .
- History of Civilization II. ( S.S. 202s) *. . . . . . . . Miss Englebreck.
Literature II. (Eng. 202s ) *. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mr. Lappin .. . . .
General Geography ( Geog. 101s ) * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Miss Roberts ... .
General Metal Shop (3 Periods ) ................ Mr. Fontana ... .
Orthopedic Class Practicum .................. Miss Henry and Miss i
Sight Saving Class Practicum .. .. .... .. .. . ..... Miss Carter and MissL
Hard of Hearing Class Practicum .............. Miss Whildin and Miss,
Art in Every Day Life (304s) .... .............. Mr. Czurles . . . . . ·

;SJ:

ci•.·

(s:s.· 408~)

~!f

1: ...... .

34

SEVENTH PERIOD-2 :10- 3 :00 Tu., W. F. (2 :25-3 :15 M., Th.,
Safety Education (Ed. 461s) .. .. .. . ....... . ...
Radio in Education (Ed. 462s)tt . . ............
Field. Studies in Science ( Sc. 410s ) •. . . . . . . . . . . .
American Economic History (S.S. 402s )* . . .. ....
Marionette Construction ( Craft 40ls-B ) •. . . . . . . .
Junior High School Organization (Ed. 401s)* ..
Mental Hygiene (Psy. 406s ) *. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Health Protection (H.E. 402s)•t ... . ........ .. ..
,#General Language (G.L. 400s)* . ..............
American Civilization and Government II. (S.S.
302s)• ............. . ... . ..................
English Literature I. (Eng. 201s)* ... . ..........
Geography of North America (Geog. 201s)* ......
Elementary Industrial Arts (3 Periods) . .......
Painting in Water Color (Rep. 302s-A) * .. . .. . ..
Painting in Oil (Rep. 302s-B) • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pencil Sketching and Rendering (Rep. 102s-A)* . .

R,

Miss Scheib . . . .
Mr. Darrow ... .
Mrs. Gemmill . . . t
Mr. Grabau . . . . . y
Miss Lyvers . ...
Mr. H. Johnson ..
Miss Quayle . .. .
Mr. Coyer .. . .. .
Mr. Messner
Mr. Verduin .. . .
Mr. Hodgin . .. .
Miss Roberts .. .
Mr. Finsterbach . 1
Mr. Czurles
Mr. Czurles . ... .
Mr. Czurles ... . .

t NOTE: Five hours per week of physical and recreational activity ·
quired of all students in both P. E . 201s and H. E. 402s. This work
done at 3 o'clock.
tt Radio in Education is a two semester hour course. An additional h
credit may be earned by electing the ''Workshop'' three hours per w
3 o'clock. See catalog description.

